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COACH “ CHIEF"’ BOSTON; “ This jacket means we were last
every team in the Conference will he trying to knock us off.”

year’s champs. This year we begin with a clean slate, and
— Stan Blanchard photo

Rockefeller Yes; Goldwater No!
Republicans Tell

N e w Jersey Senator

Ten Condidotes Compete

Of University

To Talk On Reform

For Homecoming Queen

Speaking Plans

“ Congresional Reform” will by U.S. Sen. Clifford P. Case
be the topic of a public lecture (R-N.J.) at 8 p.m. Tuesday
here. Sen. Case will speak in
the auditorium of the Spauld
ing Life Science Building.
Case, 59, w^as elected to the
U.S. Senate in 1955 after serv
ing in the U.S. House of Rep
resentatives in che 79th through
83rd sessions of Congress. He
had previously served in the
New Jersey House of Assembly
and was associated with the
Sherry Powers, a senior at law firm of Simpson, Thacher
UNH, was elected national co- and Bartlett in New York City
chairman of the College Young until 1953.
A 1925 graduate of Rutgers
Republicans National Federa
tion held in San Francisco. El University, Case received his
ected as chairman for the 1963- L.L.D. degree from Columbia
65 term was Jerry Dickson, a University in 1928. He has
firsb-year law student at the since been awarded honorary
-degrees by Rutgers, MiddleUniversity of Kansas.
b.ury College, Rollins College
Both positions were hotly
contested, with Dickson defeat and Rider College.
The senior senator from New
ing Ward White, a student at
Cornell University Law School, Jersey is a member of the’
and Miss Powers winning over Board of Tiustees of the Rop
Sandy Spence of Pennsylvania, er Public Opinion Research
Center at Williams College in
bickson and Powers were runn
Williamstown, Mass., and a
ing mates.
member of the Sponsors Com
ACTIVE IN CAMPUS organ mittee of the Woodrow' Wilson
izations, Miss Powers is Pres
Foundation’s Papers and Let
ident of the UNH Young Re ters
Project.
publicans, a Freshman Camp
He will appear under the
counselor, a member of Student
Senate, Secretary-Treasurer of auspices of the University’s
the UNH Young Americans for Lectures Committee.
Freedom, and p repoi’ter for the
New Hampshire.
Dickson was Pi’esident of the Canterbury Club To
University of Kansas YR Club
his junior year and was Pres Hear NAACP Officer
ident of the Student Body last
“ Segregation in New Hamp
year. This past summer he
was employed as a field repre shire” is the topic of a talk to
sentative for U.S. Congressman be given by a NAACP legal re
William Avery of Kansas’ dress officer tonight at 7:30 in
Dallas Hall at St. George’s
Second District.
THE DUTIES OF the Col Episcopal Church.
Emerson Reed will be dis
lege Chairman and Co-Chair
man are primarily organiza cussing the opportunities of
tional.
They must
travel Negroes in NH to buy decent
throughout the country to co homes, to find good jobs and
ordinate the efforts of the how NH Congressmen really
various state organizations, and stand on civil rights.
The Canterbury Chapter of
then must co-ordinate the work
of the whole college movement the Episcopal Student Organiz
ation will sponsor the lecture.
with the YRNF.

UNH Co-ed Voted

National Leader of

Of the 21 men’s residence
halls and fratrnity houses ob
campus, 10 have chosen candi
dates for Homecoming Queen.
Sue Ellen Cronshaw was se
lected by Lambda Chi Alpha;
Linda Adams, SAE; Peggy
Bauer, Pi Kappa Alpha; Sue
Colby, Tau Kappa Epsilon;
Linda Sweet, Sigma Beta.

Sue Budd, Hunter; Karon O’
Brian, Sawyer; Bev Morrison,
Acacia;
Louise
Richardson,
Theta Chi; and Debby Longa,
Phi Mu Delta.
Students will be able to vote
for the Homecoming Queen
Tuesday and Wednesday from
9-12 a.m, and 1-3 p.m. under
Thompson Hall arch.

Young Republicans

PLAYING TO A FULL HOUSE — Cowell Stadium was
packed on the hometown side Saturday, with many freshmen
present to see the Wildcats walk away from Colby College,
49-0. The victory meant the end of beanies for the Class of
’67, and the T Hall bell rang out the news moments after the
final gun.
•— Charter Weeks photo

One on, one off — that seems
to be the story here in refer
ence to the University’s at
tempt to bring Republican pres
idential hopefuls to the Durham
campus.
According to the local Young
Republicans’ Club, New York
Governor Nelson Rockefeller is
definitely going to speak here,
on October 18.
But Senator Barry Goldwater,
the junior lawmaker from Ari
zona, won’t be here. Not at
the University of New Hamp
shire anyway.
GOLDWATER, IN A state
ment to the club president
Sharon Powers, said that he
can make no commitments for
next year until he has had time
to plan future political strategy.
He will come to the Granite
State however, to speak at a
benefit dinner held at New
England College in Henniker,
on October 29.
The $10-a-plate dinner is be
ing held in conjunction with
the Styles Bridges Fund.
In a letter to the UNH
Young Republican, Goldwater
said: “ My plans at present are
to run for re-election to the
United States Senate, and for
this reason I have promised my
campaign manager I will make
no committments for next year
until we have a chance to sit
down together and map oub
strategy.
“SO I SHALL have to de
cline,” he continued. “ I might
add t h a t
the balance of
my schedule for this year has
been completely filled for some
time.”
Rockefeller’s visit to Durham
is being sponsored by the
Young Republicans’ Club, ac
cording to Miss Powers. A re
ception and dinner are being
planned prior to his speech at
8 p.m. in Lewis Fitld House.
HIS TALK, WHICH may
give a definite indication of his
political plans for next year,
will be covered by major news
organizations and wire services.
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lA Peon Cloims Tech Getting Priority

Liberal Arts ''Overlooked”
By Federal Education Aid
Today’s format of federal aid
to education is tending to un
balance the American college
education picture, according to
Dean Everett B. Sackett.
The dean of the College of
Liberal Arts and former dean
of student admission at the Univei'sity, said the emphasis of
federal aid to colleges—most of
■which reflects a reaction to the
Sputnik crises of the_late 1950s
■^centers, on scholarships and
financial aid in the sciences,
technology and language fields,
'i As a result, American col
leges are making significant
strides in improving their tech
nological and scientific curricu
lum while liberal arts programs
are tending to be overlooked.
Sackett’s remarks were made
during a discussion recently
with the University’s Debating
Club, whose members this year
will argue a proposal that the
federal government s h o u l d
'‘guarantee higher education
for all qualified high school
graduates.”
The dean, who has served on
the University campus for a
quarter-century, told the debat
ers he sees “ no lack o f . space
today in reputable colleges for
qualified students.”

He noted however, that many
students are unable to secure
admission to first-choice col
leges because of “ grouping”
standings
which
admissions
offices use to select a socially,
economically and intellectually
balanced student body.
He also pointed out that every
college has substantial financial
aid resources for deserving
students. A major problem in
assisting needy students is that
of informing them of the vari
ous scholarships and work op
portunities. Sackett is confi
dent that “many more capable
students would go to college if
they knew of these aid re
sources.”
On the specific debating topic,
Sackett
suggested
students
might evaluate the historical
role of education as a responsi
bility of the state. The mobil
ity of today’s population and
the disparity between economic
resources of different sections
of the country may negate tra
ditional concepts which have
marked the development of
public education responsibilities
in the United States, he said.

Women’s Placement
Council Meets

Dr, Alfred Kracher

Lecturer Talks On

The
W omen’s Placement
Council, organized to inform
women , students of changing
career opportunities, held its
first meeting today.
President
Barbara
Wood,
Alpha Chi Omega, said plans
were underway for convoca
tions at which on and off cam
pus speakers may be heard.
Last year the Council spon
sored speakers from ’’Ladies
Home Journal,” Little, Brown
and Co. publishers, “ Life Maga
zine,” and The Christian Sci
ence Monitor,
The first meeting included
only last year’s members. Resi
dence hall presidents will an
nounce when interested ' stud
ents will be invited to attend
the Council meetings.

UNH Representatives

German Literature

Attend Conference

Alfred Kracher, noted pro
fessor of the University of
Graz, Austria, delivered the
first lecture to students of Ger
man
literature
Wednesday,
Sept. 18.
The introductory lecture copcerned the Baroque Age and
The Age of Goethe.
Professor Kracher came to
the United States at the invi
tation as guest-lecturer at
Middlebury College where he
taught German literature of the
humanistic era and the 19th
century drama.
AFTER MIDDLEBURY he
toured the country and was
recently the guest of Dr. Her
mann Reske, professor of Ger
man at UNH,
Kracher is the head of the
Germanistische Institute at the
University of Graz. His special
field of studies is the German
literature o f the Middle Ages.
He was graduated from the
University o f Vienna in 1936
with a Ph.D.

Four University representa
tives recently participated in
the annual Conference program
of the New Hampshire Council
of Social Welfare, which met at
the Eastern Slope Inn in North
Conway.
University President John W.
McConnell spoke at a noon
luncheon meeting on “ Automa
tion and Problems of Social
Welfare.”
Dean Robert F. Barlow of the
University’s WHittemore School
of Business and Economics was
chairman of a panel discussing
“ Can One Prepare for A ging?”
Panel pa'rticipants included
Mrs. Louise C. Kilpatrick, state
home demonstration leader of
the University’s Cooperative
Extension Service; George M.
Haslerud, professor of psychol
ogy at the University; Hugh G.
Hamilton of Durham, a retired
industrialist; and Francis I.
Tucker, director of the New
Hampshire State Employment
Service.

ARCHITECT’S DRAWING of the $3 million chemistry building which will be
built next spring on College Road. A National Science Foundation grant of $275,000
will help build and equip the new facility.

First Unit Ready By 1965

$3 Million Chemistry Building Set
A
two-phase
construction
program which will ultimately
double the capacity of UNH’s
Chemistry Department is ex
pected to get underway next
spring.
Richard M. Brayton, director
of physical plant development
at the University, said today
the first units of the $3 million
cheihistry building will be occu
pied in the fall of 1965.
The first construction phase
will provide and equip graduate
research and certain under
graduate facilities to accomo
date the chemistry depart
ment’s increasing enrollment.
At present it has 54 graduate
students and more than 1,500^
undergraduate students.
ACCORDING TO DR. ALEX

ANDER R. Amell, chemistry
department chairman, a recent
National Science Foundation
grant of $275,000 will help
build and equip the new build
ing.
The NSF grant will make
possible the purchase of a mass
spectrometer, at a cost of ap
proximately $100,000. The in
strument determines the atoms
making up an element and is
valuable in determining the
composition of matter and how
chemical reactions occur.
The remaining $175,000 will
be used in the construction of
graduate research facilities, he
said.
IN THE NEW TWO-STORY
building, the department will
also have for the first time such

Boston College Law Dean
To Address Newman Club
The featured speaker at the
Newman Club meeting on Mon
day will be Francis J. Larkin,
Assistant Dean of the Boston
College Law School.
He is a graduate of Holy
Cross College and the George
town University Law Center
where he received both the
Bachelor and Master of Laws
degrees. While a student at
Georgetown, he served as the
National President
of
the
American Law Student Asso
ciation—the 35,000 member of
of the National Moot Court
the Georgetown team which
won the national championship
Competition sponsored by the
Bar Association of the City of
New York. He also served as
a member of the Georgetown
Law Review.
Following graduation. Dean
!MantpsI|tre
Published weekly throughout the
college year by the students of the
University of New Hampshire
Entered as second-class matter at
the Post Office at Durham, New
Hampshire, under the Act of March
8, 1879. Accepted for mailing at
special rate of postage provided
for in section 1103, Act of October
8, 1917. Authorized September 1,
1918.
Advertising .Representatives: Nartional Advertising Service, Inc.
Subscription rate $3.00 per year.
Local advertising accepted at the
rate of $1.25 per column inch.

Larkin was awarded a teaching
fellowship by Georgetown Uni
versity incident to which he
conducted courses in Securities
Regulation while attaining a
Masters degree, in Trade Regu
lation.
HE THEN SPENT three
years as an officer in the
Army’s Judge Advocate Gen
eral’s Corps.
Stationed at the Pentagon, he
represented the government in
the United States Court of Mil
itary Appeals— the Supreme
Court of the military.
During this assignment he
successfully prosecuted the cel
ebrated Rhodes espionage con
spiracy case which involved the
Russian “ master spy,” Rudolph
Abel. Upon the completion of
his active duty assignment, he
was awarded the Secretary of
the
Army’s
Commendation
Medal at Pentagon ceremonies.
He now holds the rank of Cap
tain in the Judge Advocate
General’s Corps reserve.
PRIOR TO ASSUMING his
present duties, Mr, Larkin
served two years as Secretary
to Judge John P. Hartigan on
the United States Circuit Court
of Appeals for the First Cir
cuit.
Larkin will speak on ’’The
Law and Morality” at the Cath
olic Student Center on Madbury
Road at TrOfi p.m.

specialized research facilities
as
controlled
temperature
rooms, a hydrogenation room
(an explosion-proof area for
experiments with hydrogen)
and a specialized projects lab.
When the department moves
from James Hall, where it has
been housed since the building
was erected in 1932, it will take
with it such equipment as its
proton magnetic resonance in
strument, a $27,000 item pur
chased recently with University
and NS'F funds, as well as its
infra-red and ultra-violet visi
ble spectrometers, instruments
for measuring refracted rays of
light.
The first phase of the pro
gram will construct an Lshaped building housing class
room and lab facilities for grad
uate students, requiring that a
number of the department’s
basic chemistry courses for
undergraduate students remain
in James Hall.
COMPLETION
OF
THE
second phase, as yet without a
target date, will make the
building into a quadrangle
shaped structure featurinjg a
“free form” unit at one corner
to accommodate amphitheatertype lecture rooms.
“ The new building will dra
matically increase the fl^xi(bility of the department, both
in numbers of students which
can be accommodated and in
projects which graduate stu
dents can undertake,” Dr. Amell
added.
In addition to its teaching
program, the chemistry depart
ment is engaged in research
contracts valued at more than
$447,323 for the Atomic Energy
Commission, the U.S, National
Institutes of Health and agen
cies of the Department of De
fense.
THE CHEMISTRY DEPART
MENT has 15 faculty members
with the rank of assistant pro
fessor or higher, 24 teaching
assistants engaged in labora
tory instruction, 22 graduate
research assistants, 3 National
Defense Education Act Fellows
and 6 Public Health Institutes
Fellows.
Site of the new building will
be on College Road, Sbutheast
of and adjacent to Kingsbury
Hall, the University’s College of
Technology building, and across
the street from the new Paul
Creative Arts Center.
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Productions Listed
For Coming Season
By Caryl Robinson

The University Theater has announced its major
productions for the 1963-64 season: Brave New
W orld : Aldous Huxley; The Enchanted: Jean Giraudoux; King Lear: William Shakespeare; Androcles
and the Lion : George Bernard Shaw.
The first production of this
fortieth season is Huxley’s
Brave New World, opening on
October 25. This, Huxley’s most
popular satire, tells what hap
pens in A.D. 2500, when babies
are conceived in bottles and ev
eryone is sleep-taught by the
World State.
An original adaptation of the
play for chamber theater has
been written by Prof. John C.
Edwards.
Casting ended on September
18 and rehearsals have started.
The lead of The Savage is
being played by freshman The
odore Davis. The cast includes:
Robert Valliere, Paul Cilley,
Dorothy Hershkowitz, William
Broderick, Roy Scribner, John
Donnelly, Robert Skerry, John
Buksbazen, Barbara Kuhlman,
Tinka Darling, Katrina Cope
land, Frances Platt, Martha
Berry, and Polly Ashton.
The University Theater is
one of northein New England’s
foremost centers for the dra
matic arts. It stages four major
productions during the school
year, three in traditional style
and one as “ chamber theater” ,
narration combined with stage
action. UNH is the only eastern
college to present chamber
theater productions.
In addition to its own reper
toire, the University Theater
plays host each year to sev
eral guest productious. One is
an exchange play from one
New England college — Dart
mouth, Middlebury, Bowdoin, or
the University of Vermont —
staged in the spring. Other speciaal productions will be an
nounced early in the season.
Single-admission tickets to
all University Theater produc
tions are priced at $1. Season
tickets are available for $3
from the Johnsou Theater.
With purchase of a seascn
ticket you get;
Reserved seats for the four
major productions at the price
of three.
The opportunity to choose
seat location and performance
date before tickets go on gen
eral sale.
Reduced rates for certain

nessy Theater, and
special productions in the HenAdvance notice of all Uni
versity Theater activities, guest
artists, and exchange produce
tions.

Pinned
Pam Williamson, Randall to
Wade Nelson, Sawyer; Meryl
Johnson, Delta Zeta to Peter
Muse, Northeastern; Barbara
Steffens, Lord to Stan Gleason,
Pi Kappa Alpha; Kay Smith,
Chi Omega to Frank Conrad,
Lambda Chi Alpha,
Engaged
Gail Dolben, Lord to Ronald
Charron, Sawyer; Marsha Peck,
Alpha Xi Delta, to Charles
Hodsdon, Alpha Tau Omega,
62; Donna Emmons, Randall to
Glen Grant, Gorham State
Teachers College; Susan Heald,
South Congreve to Phillip Ericson, Tau Kappa Epsilon;
Susan Hastings, Smith to Geof
frey Stone, Clarkson College of
Technology.

THE IMAGINARY INVALID. Marcelle Houle, John Doiron and Paul Cilley, as they
app^red in Moliere’s play.
— University Photo

First Time Held Here

Summer Repertory Proves Successful

Last summer, the University
Theatre, sponsored by the Uni
versity Summer Session, pre
sented its first season of rep
ertory theatre.
Durham theatregoers were
treated to interesting fare with
Married
an alternating four-play pro
Fran Jewell, Randall to Bob gram of Samuel Beckett’s EndDickerson, Rochester, N. H., g a m e, Dubliners by James
Beverly Payne, Randall to Jack Joyce, Moliere’s The Imaginary
Williamson, Pi Kappa Alpha; Invalid and Richard III by
Lee Langford, Randall to Dave Shakespeare.
Deane, U. S. Navy; David
Endgame, directed by Mar
Sands, 63 to Donna Lee Woods;
Christopher MacLeod, Phi Del celle Houle of the English De
ta Upsilon to Erica Georges, partment of Newmarket High
Commuter; Ralph Caverly, Al School, is a play dedicated to
pha Gamma Rho to Barbara Beckett’s proposition that “ no
Eva, McLaughlin; S t a n l e y thing is funnier than unhappi
Flower, ’62 to Patricia Reese, ness.” Performed by John Doi
Alpha Xi Delta; Diane Gilbert, ron, Andrew Robinson, Richard
Sawyer to Brian Brennan ’63; Wilcox and Elaine Maury, the
Alice Boodey, South Congreve production was designed by
to Richard Downey, ’65; Elaine Richard Dunham.
Dubliners, to be repeated this
Maury, Alpha Xi Delta to Dav
month, is an adaptation of
id Batchelder ’64.
And, James F. H. Henry, The three stories by Joyce to the
New Hampshire, to Martha medium of chamber theatre.
UNH has enjoyed much cham
Oakmann, Skidmore College.
ber theatre during the Univer
sity Theatre’s past regular
seasons.
Dubliners, adapted and di
rected by John C. Edwards,
made use of a narrator who
would, from time to time, step
in and out of the action on
stage.
The Moliere farce. The Imag
inary Invalid, was directed by
Joseph D. Batcheller and de
signed by Richard Dunham and
Richard Wilcox. The p l a y
draws from the Italian Cornmedia de I’Arte and the grow
ing tradition of early French
ballet to satirize 17th Century
France.
Performed as a con
cert reading, Richard III mark
ed an effective adaptation of
Shakespeare to ’ an intimate
theatre. Also directed by John
C. Edwards and designed by
Richard Dunham, Richard III
was performed with each char
acter addressing the audience
as if the audience was the char
acter spoken to.
THE MOLIERE FARCE produced last summer was directed
The summer Repertory Thea
by Professor Joseph D. Batcheller and designed by students
tre was run by a basic troop of
Dick Dunham and Richard Wilcox,
eight members who did every
— University Photo
thing from box office work to

set building in addition to act
ing in the productions. This core
group was augmented by vol
unteer help from the University and surrounding communi-

ties.
The season, which will be
come a yearly summer feature
at UNH, was listed in The
New York Times.

M em orial Union Doings
Thursday, October 3
Christian Association Lecture
Mr. Babcock on “ Moral
Absolutes”
Merrimack Raam 6:30 p.m.
Graduate Science Society
Belknap-Carroll Rooms
7:30-10 p.m.
Christian Science Meeting
Weekly Meeting
Grafton Room 6:15-7:15 p.m.
Pan Hellenic Scholastic
Dinner
Strafford Room 6:00 p.m.
Friday, October 4
Student Union Dance
Strafford Room 8:00 p.m.
Monday, October 7

University and Student
Senate Meetings
Merrimack and Senate
Chambers 4:30— Univ.
7:30 p.m.— Student
Deseret Club (Mormons)
Carroll Room 7:30 p.m.
Pershing Rifles Meeting
Rockingham Room
7:00-9:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 8
Motor Vehicles Appeal Board
Rockingham Room
7:00-10:00 p.m.
Wednesday, October 9
Men’s Judiciary Board
Rockingham Room
7:00-10:00 p.m.

The management of Squire’s and LadySquire’s cordially requests your presence at our
Campus Shop, Upper Square, Dover.
You are invited for coffee while you browse
in a traditional atmosphere which features
ladies’ clothing by the fashion houses of John
Meyer of Norwich, Ladybug, Loden Frey, Vil
lager, Yankee Pedlar and Lady Hathaway.
Young squires may choose from such labels
as John Alexander, Majer Slacks, Byford, Ar
row, Hathaway and Damon Shirts and NunnBush shoes..
^

We will be happy to provide transportation
for you and a group of your friends. Reserve our
courtesy car by calling 742-6836.

R.S.V.P.
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The Campus-Born
Brandywine Singers!
The Brandywine Singers, an
up - and - coming vocal group
from UNH, had its formal be
ginnings three years ago when
Rick and Ron Shaw, together
with Dave Craig, a transfer
student from Colby College,
joined forces and organized a
“purely for fun” singing group.
The group had a folk orienta
tion and were known first as
the “ Windjammers” .
Their first professional ap
pearance in 1960 was at the
Annual Freshman Beanie Hop
sponsored by the Sophomore
Sphinx. At this time, Rick and
Ron were members of the
Sphinx. “ In fact, it was this
inside pull that landed us the
job; nothing else.” They still
have nightmares over that job;
D a v e developed a nervous
twitch as a result.
The Windjammers went on to
play an increasing number of
functions both on and off cam
pus.
By the end of the year their
name had spread from Durham
to Dover. During that summer,
they participated in the first
Annual Goya Folk Festival at
Grossingers in New York and
placed fourth. This was their
biggest break to date.
September, however, found
the Windjammers w i t h o u t
fame or name. They were forc
ed to give up their name
“ Windjammers” b e c a u s e a
group had appeared on the
market bearing the same name.
After rummaging through old
books and long forgotten pap
ers, the name “ Tradewinds”
was discovered and agreed up
on. Under this new name, the
group made most of its prog
ress.
One step was adding a new
member to the group — Fred
Corbett, a freshman, and more
importantly, a natural first ten
or Shortly after Hal Brown, a
transfer from West Point, gave
the group a bass player. This
is the present composition of
the group.
During that year, the Tradewinds appeared on a large
number of other campuses.
In May of that year, they
journeyed to Lycoming College
in Williamsport, Pennsylvania
tb compete in the first Annual
Ihter-Collegiate Music Competiion. The competition was di
vided into three categories;
jazz, rock and roll. There v^ere
thirty schools represented from
the East and the Mid-West.
The Tradewinds brought the
honors back to UNH by cap
turing first place in the vocal
division as well as Best In
Show.
After this event, the five
agreed to stay together during
the summer and work toward

Van’s Crispy Pizza
Main Street
Newmarket
“ Come and Eat Your Favor
ite Pizza while you drink
your favorite beverage.”

changing a g r o u p formed
“ purely for fun” to one formed
for “fun and pure profit” . Fin
ancially the summer proved a
disaster. The only money that
came their way was a check
for $400 for recording an album
for a company in New Jersey.
To add to it, the album was
poorly engineered, although the
songs were well done. The dis
appointments of the summer
were many, but it was the
turning point of their career.
They appeared twice at the
Hampton Beach Casino and
were heard by a gentleman
who is now their personal man
ager, James M. Parks.
With someone who knew the BRANDYWINE SINGERS (1. to r.) Dave Craig, Rick Shaw, Hal
ins and outs of the business behing thef, the Tradewinds noticed a remarkable change of
direction. From this time, the
group began to appear at al
most all the schools in the
Maine, New Hampshire, and
Vermont area. In addition, they
played at the Totem-Pole in
Boston.
Then came another pitfall.
The Tradewinds received legal
notice to change their name be
cause another group had it reg
istered. This meant that any
reputation their name might
have gained had to be sacrific
ed. It couldn’t have happened
at a worse time, because they
had just made a nationally rec
ognized recording. The only
thing to do was to find a new
name.
This was not an easy task.
The boys wanted a name with
a slight folk flavor to it, but at
the same time, one with a little
class. After a good deal of
searching, the name “ Brandy
wine Singers” was decided up
on. This name seedel ideal since
it was of historical importance
(therefore “folksy” ), it didn’t
limit the number of members or
their sex, and it didn’t hold
them to folksongs. It is fort
unate that they acted with such

AFTER A SUMMER spent touring the country with John
ny Mathis, the boys are back in Durham, headquarters for
the coming season.

868-2274
Sunday - Friday
Open 5 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.

haste because since registering
the name, the boys have found
five other groups with the
name. Luckily, the other five
groups have been forced to
change.
Last June, the Brandywine
Singers signed a recording con
tract with Joy Records o f New
York, a large independent com
pany. Also in June, they signed
with General Artists Corp. in
New York, which is the largest
booking agency in the world.
The GAC handles most of to
day’s leading artists including
Frank Sinatra and the Kings
ton Trio.
Through GAC, the Brandy
wine Singers were signed to a
summer-long tour with Johnny
Mathis and his show. Perform
ances were held throughout the
country. They have also com
pleted a successful week long
engagement at the Eastern
States Exposition in Springfield, Massachusetts, where they
appeared with Josh White.
Things look promising for
the future — their first single.
Summer’s Gone, was recently
released and is receiving a lot
of play all over the country. In
the future the boys are sched
uled to appear on the ABC Net
work’s
Hootenanny S h o w ,
sometime in November.
The Brandywine S i n g ers
have come a long way since
their singing days in East Hall.

Thurs.
Oct. 3
World’s greatest comedians
in

30 YEARS OF FUN

Used Furniture and Appliances
Bought & Sold at the Newly Opened

FURNITURE MART
Locatea near the blinking light in
Newmarket Center

Tom-E’s Traveling
Pizza

F R M K L II

Brown, Fred Corbett, Ron Shaw.

Open Mon. - Sat.

9 :00 a.m. to 7 :00 p.m.

Charlie Chaplin
Buster Keaton
Laurel and Hardy
6:30 - 8:30
Fri. & Sat.
Oct. 4 & 5
Frank Sinatra
in

COME BLOW
YOUR HORN
Color
6:30 - 8:45
Sun. & Mon.
Oct. 6 & 7
Marlon Brando
in

THE UGLY
AM ERICAN
Color
6:30 - 8:51
Tues. & Wed.
Oct. 8 & 9
Ian Fleming’s

“ DR. NO”
Sean Connor
Color
6:30 - 8:42

Dover
N O W thru TUES.
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UNH EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
WENH-TV
O nTheA ir
Four Years
By Carol Quimby
WENH-TV, the University’s
educational television station,
was presented a firist prize
award by the 33rd Institute for
Education by Radio-Television
of Ohio State University for
its program “ Art At Your Fin
gertips.”
Despite this award, and a
National Award on its history
series from Freedom Founda
tion at Valley Forge, the Uni
versity’s television studio is
forced in its fifth year to stop
live programs until the first of
the year due to insufficient
funds. The history of ETV in
New Hampshire has been one
of progress and frustration.
In the fall of 1957, interested
spectators from the University
attended a demonstration on
one form of ETV, put on at the
State House in Concord for
teachers and the public. School
officials from Hagerstown, Md.,
where the first formal teaching
by television had been operat
ing for seven years, conducted
the demonstration with the
help of a commercial firm
which makes closed-circuit tel
evision. At this time the Uni
versity’s Educational Television
station was a dream with the
big problem looking for funds
to materialize this dream.
Two years later, in the heart
of winter, short sections of the
tower and then the 82-foot an
tenna, all in one piece, were
hauled up a narrow winding
road to the top of 1,100 foot

LEADING FOLKSINGER Pete Seegar, long a favorite of
the folk music buffs and acknowledged as the foremost artist
in the field, hosts a weekly program on WENH-TV entitled
“ Lyrics and Legends” . Seeger, and other singers, will take a
historical and musical look at the songs which have come
down through the years on the American scene. An early
program will deal with labor protest songs, and is aired on
Wednesdays at 9 p.m.
Saddleback Mountain. The 12bay antenna was purchased
from a station in Utica, N. Y.,
and the 90-foot trailer rig re
quired police escort across Mas
sachusetts and up the New
Hampshire turnpike. This led
to the transmitting of a test
pattern late in March, 1959.
Begins Broadcasting
On July 6, 1959, the trans
mitter switch was thrown at
WENH-TV, Channel 11, and
programming began on one of
the nation’s first regional edu
cational television networks.

R O BERT P. ALIE

DANTE’S

Doctor o f Optometry

Italian Sandwich
Shop

Hours 9-5:30 and by Appoint
ment,
476 Central Ave.
Dover
Telephone SH 2-5719

Eyes Examined
Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on
Repairs of All T3rpes

MONDAY — FRIDAY
11:00 a.m. — 1 pjn.
4:30 p.m. — 12:00
SATURDAY & SUNDAY
4:30 p.m. — 12:00 pjn.
PELIVERY of SANDWICH
ORDER of FIVE or MORE
jlO Jenkins Ct., Durham, N.H.
UN 8-2712

Channel 11 is affiliated in
programming service w i t h
WGBH-TV, Channel 2, in Bos
ton; stations in Maine, New.
Hampshire, New York City,
and Schenectady, N. Y. These
stations make up the Eastern
Educational Network. WENH
is also in affiliation with the
National Educational TV and
Radio Center.
The UNH station is operat
ed from studios in the Memor
ial Union by the University
with financial assistance, pro
gram resources and advice
from the New Hampshire Edu
cational Broadcasting Council,
Inc. The Educational Board is
made up of 22 educational in
stitutions and agencies in the
state. Station Manager is Keith
J. Nighbert.
In the first five years of ser
vice, Channel 11 has provided
services to New Hampshire
homes, schools, farms, and to

the state’s business and indus
try. It covers the main popula
tion centers of the state with
its signal from the transmitter
on Saddleback Mountain in
Deerfield. In addition, some
communities beyond C h a n nel
l l ’s coverage area, such as
Berlin, Keene, Claremont, and
Laconia, are able to receive
the station by the use of com
munity cable systems.
Grammar School Aid
Nearly 200 schools and ap
proximately 40,000 students
have made use of the in-school
programs broadcast by the sta
tion. These programs have in
cluded work in elementary sci
ence at third, fifth, and sixth
grade levels, e l e m e n t a r y
French, New Hampshire’s his
tory, and a high school course
in calculus.
The evening telecast sched
ule has brought concerts by the
Boston Symphony Orchestra,
the UNH Symphony Orchestra,
visits to outstanding art mus
eums, classes in elementary
German,
University
college
courses for credit, problems on
the world’s great literature,
Louis Lyon’s informative news
commentary, as well as many
other informational and cultur
al services.
New Hampshire homemakers
have seen program series on
sewing, child care, and home
management. F a r m
people
have had the opportunity of
profiting from the University’s
College of Agriculture weekly
television series entitled “ To
day’s Farm.” Several indust
rial management television con
ferences were directed to New
Hampshire business and indus
try.
In 1962 an art series was
added to the agenda of WENHTV. Representatives from Ver
mont, Maine, and Massachus
etts helped in the project which
is designed for fifth grade
school children in these states
and New Hampshire. It has al
so been produced throughout
the country by tape. This is a
once - weekly supplement to
classroom teachers in the skills,
history, and appreciation of
art.
Student Workshop
The latest addition to the
WENH-TV televising schedule
is a Speech and Drama work

shop which was instituted with
the help of the Department of
Speech and Drama. For stud
ents interested in the broad
casting industry, the eight
week summer workshop, cov
ered the field from script writ
ing to the final videotape pre
sentation.
Speech and Drama 49 is be
ing offered this semester for
credit by WENH in connection
with the Speech and Drama De
partment. Highlighting
this
course is a pilot production by
the students where they will
write the script, man the cam
eras, lights, switching console,
and audio booth, with their on
ly professional assistance the
actual director of the program,
a member of the WENH-TV
staff.
Biology 1, 2, a requirement
for all university students in
Liberal Arts, is presented by
WENH in connection with the
Zoology Department. Students
view the lessons on television
with a twenty minute discus
sion period after each lesson.
During the last year, a col
lege credit course in economy,
summer theater productions, a
French Chef Class, a reading
program for high school stud
ents who are potential drop
outs, a program on how to
play bridge, and Shakespearian
plays have been viewed over
Channel 11.
After five years of operation.
Program Manager Alton S. Hotaling, states that the station’s
main problem stems from in
sufficient funds. The requested
operating budget, which was
not forthcoming, has forced
the studio to stop all live pro
ductions until the first of the
year. It is Mr. Hotaling’s hope
that funds can be acquired be
tween now and January so that
the station can go back into
production and take advantage
of the state’s many resources.
The station did, however, get
capital funds, so they hope in a
year or so to go on full power
which will enable coverage to
be projected through more of
the state. This full power is
the first phase in a four phase
program. If sufficient funds can
bt obtained, coverage through
translator stations to all parts
of the state will be made avail
able.

SWEATERVILLE, USA
THE MOST UNUSUAL STORE IN NEW HAMPSHIRE

Sweaters, Sportswear
Fine Quality at Factory Low Prices
Portsmouth Mills Factory Store
Maplewood Avenue, Portsmouth, N. H.
SPORTSWEAR

FOR THE ENTIRE

FAMILY
AL HOTALING, at WENH-TV, points out part of a work
shop process to an Extension Service group.
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How Do You

Industries Rush
This is the second in a ser
ies of columns written especial
ly for The New Hampshire by
leaders in various fields of en
deavor.
Henry Ford II, Chairman and
chief executive officer of the
Ford Motor Company, is the
grandson of the company’s
founder, A director of General
Electric Company, Ford has
also served as alternate U.S.
delegate to the United Nations,
National Chairman of the Com
munity Chests Association and
Board Chairman of the Ameri
can Heritage Foundation.
He has been a recipient of
the Thomas A. Edison and Poor
Richard Awards.

On Vietnam
By ERIC SEVAREID
Geneial Maxwell Taylor and
Secretary McNamara are in
Saigon, as this is written, to
apply their military expertise
to a crisis that is fundamental
ly political. The fighting is in a
state of what might be called
fluctuating stalemate. No sud
den change is likely. What is
very likely is change in the po
litical realm with attempts at
coups d’etat. The whole situa
tion is ripe for this. It is also
ripe, we may as well acknow
ledge, for anti-American dem
onstrations which will intensify
impatience here, especially in
the Congress.
The prestige of the United
States is again deeply involved
in a distant land and crisis of
which the American people
know very little. Out of our ig
norance come our feelings of
outrage and astonishment at
the recent events in South Viet
nam.
We would be a little less im
patient, perhaps, with the stub
born, ingrown, self-righteous
rule of President Diem were we
able to recall the truly fright
ful conditions immediately pre
ceding, when groups called
sects warred over Saigon and
its loot. We might be a little
less horrified over Madame
Nhu’s callous references to the
Buddhists’ acts of self-immola
tion were we all aware that for
a great many years that unhap
py country has witnessed un
counted acts of savagery, in
cluding, a couple of generations
ago, the burning alive by Bud
dhists of 100 members of
Diem’s distinguished family in
a Catholic church.
Not that such reflections do
anything to help solve the mis
erably complicated problem of
today. It is possible, indeed,
that the first decision Washing
ton must reach is whether any
clear solution at all can be
achieved, no matter what we
do. There is a certain parallel
with Cuba in this. We do not
know what to do about Viet
Nam save to encourage fight
ing; we do not know what to
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do about Cuba save to discour
age fighting. There is an irony
about this, since Cuba, where
we remain paralyzed, is with
in our own area of absolute
power, while Viet Nam, where
we fight, is on the other side of
the world in an area where the
biggest application of Ameri
can power could not guarantee
a victory.
The truth is that great num
bers of the Vietnamese peo
ple are unutterably weary with
the war, and we will under
stand this more easily if we
will remember what most of us
have forgotten, that war in one
form or another has been con
vulsing that country for nearly
20 years. That is why, when
DeGaulle speaks of neutraliz
ing Viet Nam, he is tapping a
well of feeling that has been
deepening for a long time. The
Communist leader. Ho Chi
Minh, and Peking, toward
which Ho’s regime leans more
and more in the worldwide
Communist doctrinal quarrel,
would welcome neutralization
and re-unification moves, confi
dent they would disorganize the
South Vietnam military efforts
in the process, and, if success
ful at the conference table, ul
timately lead to the communization of the whole peninsula
by an easier and perhaps just
as rapid a route.
The immediate question is
whether the Diem regime can
be reformed and revitalized,
but the big question is whether
even this could now rejuvenate
the peasants’ will to resist the
Viet Cong. Under the very best
of auspices and intentions that
would require many, many
months.
It is hard enough to see that
far ahead, to begin to take this
one small step, but American
leaders are obliged to consider
the whole, vast area of South
east Asia with its 250,000 mil
lion people, its enormous riches,
its stragic geography, lying
across the routes that connect
the Pacific world with India
and South Asia. At present
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By Henry Ford II
Next spring, a n d
every
spring, many college seniors
will experience a popularity
they haven’t enjoyed since they
first arrived on campus. The
difference is that this time the
“ rush” will be from industry
recruiters instead of the Greek
organizations.
The shortage of management
talent has led more and more
companies to step up their col
lege recruitment programs. The
(Continued on page 7)
there is a kind of rough balance
between Chinese and local
Communist influence in South
east Asia. But nowhere, from
the new, shaky experiment in
multi-racialism called Malays
ia all the way to India itself is
there an area of stability with
an air of permanence about it.
The balance is not likely to
continue as it is. It is bound to
top, in a manner obvious to ev
eryone, to one side or the other.
What Communist China if after
is not necessarly physical pos
session of the immense region,
but the elimination, for all
time, of Western influence in
the region. That accomplished,
China would stand the undispu
ted, dominant force in all of
Asia, able to work her will in
her own way, in her own good
time.
Her will surely includes the
reduction of India to a passive,
helpless dependency, to a life
lived at the suffrance of China.
(The Hall Syndicate, Inc.)
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By SENATOR BARR Y G O L D W A T E R
"One of the most important
points made by Adm. George
W. Anderson, former Chief of
Naval Operations, in his amaz
ingly frank speech to the Na
tional Press Club is the danger
to our national security in not
making full use of military ex
perience in the selection and
development of weapons.
Anderson, who was eased out
of the military for his bluntspoken views on the TFX fight
er plane contract award, said
there may not be a full appre
ciation in the Pentagon “ of the
decisiveness of a narrow edge
in superior performance” of
weapons, aircraft or ships.
“ I am concerned that service
experience tends to be subord
inated to evaluation by opera
tions analysts on the staff of
the Secretary of Defense or
those involved in contract re
search activities,” he explained.
“ Military experience builds
an appreciation of the truth
that slight margins make big
differences when the chips are
down.
“ Those who fought in the
Pacific know what the narrow
margin of operational superior
ity in the Japanese Zero fight
ers cost in American lives. Our
Navy pilots landing on carriers
in a stormy sea at night know
what a small increment in air
craft or engine performance
means to their safety. I have
had two nephews — both Navy
pilots — who have been lost in
peacetime in naval aircraft. Air
Force and Navy senior officers
have had personal experience
of searching for aircraft or
ships that have failed to re
turn from their missions.
“ Therefore, we feel emotion
ally aroused as well as dispas
sionately concerned if the rec
ommendations of the uniformed
chiefs of our services, each
backed up by competent mili
tary and civilian professional
staffs, are altered or overruled
without interim consultation,
explanation and discussion.
“ Specialists cannot, without
danger, extrapolate their judg
ments into fields in which they

do not have expert knowledge.
Unfortunately, today in the
Pentagon an unhealthy imbal
ance has resulted because at
times specialists are used as
experts in areas outside their
fields. This has resulted in a
tendency to draw conclusions
before all the evidence has
been examined.”
Admiral Anderson said this
imbalance has been justified by#
a myth to the effect that his-,
torically the generals, colonels
and captains “ are villains op
posed to progress and refugees
from new ideas.”
He added: “ There is another
alarming peril to obscuring the
role of the military, found in a
modern fallacy that theories
or computers or economics or
numbers of weapons win wars.
Alone, they do not; good lead
ership unfailingly recognizes
that man is the key to success
or failure.
“ Mortal mistakes for our na
tion could be assumptions that
we cannot make mistakes, that
we justify honest errors as
correct decisions and that we
discredit the voices of dissent—
especially the dissent of highranking military men speaking
on subjects they know.”
In another part of his speech,
the admiral said he feared that
the system of checks and bal
ances provided in the Constitu
tion may be in the process of
growing unbalanced with res
pect to the Department of De
fense.
“ Overcentralized
structures
are conducive to the abuses of
power and compounding of mis
takes,” he added. “ Monolithicstructured organizations can
kill imagination, stultify intiiative, completely eliminate the
effectiveness of those in the
officer corps who have gained
wisdom and experience.
“ It should embarass neither
the Secretary of Defense nor
the Chiefs of Staff when they
disagree, or when the chiefs
themselves differ . . . Exper
ience teaches that there are no
infallible judgments with res(Continued on page 12)
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EDITORIALS

A

Fall G ra n ite ?

Yes, Virginia, There Is a Granite.
And, such as it is,. it has arrived.
You may pick up ycur copy at the
Granite Office, MUB.
The book is a much-troubled, longdelayed pastiche of the efforts of no
fewer than four different editors.
For our money, the end result is hard
ly worth all the hollering, but read it
for yourself and decide.
The 1963 Granite has one real vir
tue, though. Because it went to press
so miserably late, it includes coverage
of spring sports, late spring activities
and graduation.
Had all the deadlines been met, all
promises kept and the Granite come
out on time, none of these events
would have been included.
As a result, the very capable 1964
Granite staff, headed by Bruce And
rews, is pondering the idea of a fall
yearbook every year.
There are many advantages to the

plan. In addition to providing a com
prehensive documentation of a full,
unbroken school year’s activities, a
fall book would be less expensive to
produce. Most publishers have a
lighter load during the summer and
would be willing to produce a year
book for less than their normal
school-year rate.
The resulting savings could be
passed on to the student body in the
form of lower Student Activities Fees.
Numerous other universities al
ready have a similar publication plan
for their yearbooks. Among others,
Fordham, Hofstra a n d Michigan
State Universities have successfully
published Fall yearbooks for a num
ber of years.
A plan to change the Granite’s pub
lication date is now pending before
the Student Senate. We strongly urge

Dear Editor:
I received from Larry Golden,
Chairman o f the Student Senate
Peace Corps Committee, a
check representing the receipts
of the sale of Campus Pacs by
the Student Senate. When I
was in Cochabamba last, I saw
that four boxes of drugs had
arrived from UNH.
Please extend our most sin
cere thanks to all involved and
assure them that the money
and drugs will be put to the
very best use.
As to what the money is be
ing spent on, I can tell you
that right now—it is being held
in reserve for future food pur
chases (while awaiting money
from the Bolivian Minister of
Health).
I have also been able to spend
some of the money on drugs,
lab equipment, housing mater
ials and seed and agricultural
supplies.

The New

The most satisfying thing for
myself is to be able to see the
patients beginning to feel that
here are some young people
from a high living society who
are interested in them as human
beings capable of being citizens
and not just a group of wretch
ed things whose only hope is to
have their souls saved.
Again let me thank all the
students and alumni who helped
in this effort.
Thanks
again from
Lps
Negros,
DON BULLOCK
Director, Los Negros
Bullock, a 1960 UNH grad
uate, has been with the Peace
Corps in Bolivia for more than
a year. During that time he has
taken over Los Negros, a leper
colony, and with the aid of
UNH students has improved
conditions there remarkably.
— ed.
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Dear Editor:
I would like to extend my
congratulations to you and your
staff on a job exceptionally well
done with the first issue of the
New Hampshire.
I thought the quality and
organization of this paper was
exceptional.
I have heard many favorable
comments from the student

body today regarding your first
publication.
Again, congratulations and
much success throughout the
school year. The student body
now has a publication that they
can be proud to call “ the U.N.H.
Newspaper.”
Sincerely yours,
ALLEN A. OSGOOD
Student Senate President

Dear Editor:
It is commendable that you
are attempting to publish both
left- and right- wing columnists.
Both sides add interest and, at
times, humor to the paper.
I think, though, that while
Barry Goldwater may represent
the conservative element in
American politics, Eric Sevareid
does not occupy a position of
corresponding p r o m i n e n c e
you to ask y ou r senator to vote fo r the among* liberals. In fact, I would
say that while Goldwater' is
measure.

extremely conservative, Sevar
eid is only moderately liberal.
Perhaps it would be more
fair if the Left were represented
by someone a) piore radical
and b) directly active in politics,
i.e. running for office, holding
office in a political party, etc.
Why not get someone like, say,
Gus Hall to write for The New
Hampshire,
Then Goldwater
might be balanced.
Sincerely,
•JOHN D. BUKSBAZEN

Dear Editor:
Congratulations on the Sep
tember 26 issue. It is a fine
job.
I think the editorial on Gen
eral Walker first rate (probably
for that best of all reasons—
I agree with it.)
For what it is worth, I omit-

ted the “ seditious psychopath”
reference in commenting on Mr.
Carter’s visit in our own modest
journal.

Viewpoint '63: Henry Ford 2 (Continued]
(Continued from page 6)
really outstanding graduate
may find himself weighing half
a dozen good job offers.
Yet some of his classmates
will be lucky if one company
shows more than passing inter
est.
Why? What is it the recruit
ers see that makes them lionize
some graduates and ignore oth
ers ? What qualities, aside from
good grades, make the “ out
standing” graduate from in
dustry’s point of view ?
There isn’t any foolproof for
mula that I know of for es
timating management potential,
but out of experience — good
and bad — we have been -able
to spot certain guidelines that
make personnel selection some
thing more than just guess
work.
Here, in capsule form, are
some of the main traits I would
recommend that a college stud
ents try to develop if he is in
terested in catching the recruit
er’s eye:
Proficiency in your field.
Your college training is the
company’s justification for hir
ing you. But you should re
member that when an employ
er thinks about an applicant’s
college training, he thinks
about more than a major in
one field. He thinks about the

Letters
To The Editor

applicant’s reading speed and
comprehension, his ability to
write the English language and
his knowledge of the principles
cf mathematics. These form the
hard logical base not only of a
successful education but of a
successful career as well, Nat
urally, the better prepared you
are. in accounting or public re
lations, engineering or market
research, product design or law,
the better are your chances of
matching the description of the
job that is open. Never forget,
however, that specialized train
ing alone is not enough. It may
get you that first job; but if
it is all you have to offer, an
employer, it may also bury you
in that first job.
Social competence. This is
the kind of unsatisfactory term
that always means too many
things. Perhaps I can clarify it
somewhat by pointing out that
the social skills a young man
learns while in school will serve
him well in business. The abil
ity to cooperate with others in
purposeful activity, congeniali
ty, knowing how to follow and
lead — all of these personal
traits are important in school,
and they are important in a
company. I don’t mean to sug
gest that an employer is going
to be impressed automatically

by a long list of extracurricular
activities. Your chairmanship
of the dance committee speaks
highly for you. But for an em
ployer, your chairmanships in
the professional and honorary
societies speak more highly —
an more to the point. They indi Dear Editor:
You should be very proud of
cate that you possess the kinds
of skills which are highly priz the first issue of The New
Hampshire. I cannot recall how
ed in a company.
many people have remarked
Analytical power. You exer about the high caliber of this
cize this power in the class issue.
room to the extent that you
As I mentioned to you last
gathei evidence, interpret it spring, once you put out the
and draw logical conclusions. first issue this then becomes the
You will also exercise it in
business, but there will be a
difference — a big one. When with accepted facts. Fewer
you apply the scientific meth people are blessed with the
od to a problem in a classroom, kind of curiosity that breaks
usually you don’t apply all of up familiar patterns and starts
it. In a mathematics class, for fresh thoughts. This is the very
example, a teacher gives you source of innovation — the less
the problem, and you work out costly manufacturing technique,
the solution to it. In business, the quicker accounting system,
you often have to find the prob the more effective sales plan,
lem before you can even start the better design.
thinking about the solution. In
Integrity. This is the quality
business, recognizing the prob that gives meaning to all the
lem is just as important as rest. You must have it first of
knowing the method that will all for yourself, of course, for
solve it.
without it no person is whole.
Curiosity. An employer is al But individual integrity also
ways on the lookout for quest makes group integrity — and
ing minds. Many people with this is essential to a company.
specialized training and the It is the guidance-and-control
ability to reason can deal easily system that directs company

Good job!
DICK PLUMER
“ The New Hampshire
Alumnus”
base upon which the judgment
of all future issues is made,
but I feel sure that the standard
you have set can be maintained.
Congratulations on a good
job.
Sincerely yours,
JOHN w. McCo n n e l l
President
performance. And by its per
formance over the long haul, a
company lives or dies.
These are qualities that will
stand you in good stead with
any company you join, or for
that matter, in any career you
choose. Translate them into the
abilities to maintain sound re
lationships with people, to com
municate clearly and listen
carefully, to organize your own
activities and those of othets.
to work hard and like it, and
to memorize faces, names and
facts important to your woi*k.
With those abilities and skills,
the graduate is prepared to fill
almost any position with credit
— and success.
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ROTC Flight Traming Begins
Both the Army and Air
Force ROTC programs here are
in the process of starting their
Flight Training Programs. This
opportunity is open only to
‘cadets who have received the
necessary 2.0 average at the
end of their junior years and
who have passed the difficult
physical examinations.
The program offers the stud
ent a chance to save over $600
in flying instruction and the
opportunity to get his private
pilot’s license.
WHEN A STUDENT shows
interest in this program, he
must pass mental and physical
aptitude tests. The next step
is fulfilled at ROTC Headquart
ers. When finally accepted for

Drill Sessions For
ROTC Underway
THE BRIGHTLY BURNING PYRE marks the beginning
af another year, as it silhouettes three ’Cat rooters,
— Blanchard photo

Sunday M ovies At MUB
Listed For Coming Year
The Sunday night movies, “ On the Waterfront,” April 12;
sponsored by the Student Un “ Pal Joey,” April 26.
ion Board and select by Rich
ard Craig, opened its series
Sunday, Sept. 29, with “ The
Mouse That Roared.” Through
out the year there will be ele
ven other movies shown in the
Strafford Room, MUB.

Army »ROTC opened the first
of five drill sessions last Thurs
day at Memorial Feild, in prep
aration for the Awards Cere
mony and Parade on Oct. 29.
Lieutenant Colonel C. H‘.
Mullins, Profesor of Military
Science, delivered the welcom
ing address to over 500 cadets.
The Cadet Brigade Com
mander, Cadet Colonel Harry
W. Durgin, introduced the
commanding officers of the first
and second battalions. Cadet
Majors John C. Perkins and
Weldon S. Bosworth.

the course, the cadet begins 72
hours of study. This is divided
into 36 hours of ground preflight training and 36 hours of
actual flight.
The ground classes are held
on campus while the actual
flights are made from Skyhaven Airport in Rochester.
One of the many purposes of
such a program gives the gov
ernment a helping hand in
flight instruction. Every year
the U. S. spents large amounts

W atercolor Show
Held by Senior
A display of watercolor pic
tures is currently being shown
in the Paul Arts Center, spon
sored by art major Jean Wil
cox.

of money and manpower on
“ washouts” . Gen. Curtis L emay, the Air Force Chief of
Staff, claims that under the
Flight Training Program the
number of “ washouts” will be
cut in half.
If, in the mid-afternoon, you
look up to the sky and see a
small Cessna flying over the
campus, chances are that the
pilot is one of twelve cadets
from either Army or Air Force
ROTC.
thei mood and character of
these places and things.”
Her subjects were found
along the Maine seacoast, pri
marily at Perkins’ Cove in
Ogunquit, and at Adams Point.
“ I think,” she said, “ that my
scenes echo a past that is fast
fading away.”
The display is being held in
Gallery B at PAC.

The
14-picture collection,
which will be up until October
6, features work she has done
during the past two years stud
ying under Prof. John Hatch.
She will graduate from UNH in
February, and is now teaching
art in the Hudson (N.H.)
School System.

Every year youths spend in
high school can be worth an
average of $17,500 to each of
them. A full four years can be
worth $70,000. That is how
much extra they will earn on an
average over their working
lives by going to school, accord
ing to the Chamber of Com
“ My subject matter attracted merce of the United States.
me both for its pictorial and
mood-creating qualities,” she
Today five out of every six
said. “ I have attempted in the new customers of Rural Elec
way in which I have painted trification Administration fin
these pictures, to suggest not anced co-operatives are not
only physical resemblance to farmers. The REA was started
the subjects, but also to convey in the 1930’s to serve farmers.

AF Student

Officers Listed

‘‘ Midnight Lace,” will be
shown October 13; “ Pepe,”
October 27; “ Wackiest Ship in
the Army,”
November 10;
“ Mien Kampf,” December 1;
“ Bell, Book and Candle,” Dec
ember 15; “ Strangers When
We Meet,” January 12; “ From
Here to Eternity,” February
16; “ Picnic,” March 1; “ Anat
omy of a Murder,” March 15;

SEA Organization
Held First Meeting

Colonel John F. Britton, Pro
fessor of Air Science, announ
ced the names of AFROTC
students selected for officer
positions on the Cadet Wing
Staff.
Selection is based on the
cadet’s leadership qualities as
displayed both on campus and
in military activities, academic
record and moral character.
The Air Force Cadet Staff
includes:
Wing Commander, Col. John
H u n t e r ; Executive Officer,
Capt. Frank Cartier; Opera
tions
Officer,
Capt.
Larry
Cayes; Personnel Officer, Capt.
Richard Ray; Material Officer,
Capt. Philip Winslow; Admin
istrative Officer, Capt. Stewart
R e m i c k;
Inspector,
Capt.
George Cale; Comptroller, Lt.
Charles Alexander; Informa
tion Officer, Lt. Peter Austin;
Security and Law Enforcement,
Lt. Clarence, Littell; Asst. Op
erations Officer, Lt. Kenneth
Gorrell; Asst. Inspector, Lt.
Donald Curtis; Asst. Personnel
Officer, Lt. Robert Winn.

The initial organization meet
ing of the Student Education
Association was held on Sep
tember 25, Brad Lutz presiding.
He explained the purpose and
plans of the organization.
The second meeting of SEA
will be held on Wednesday,.
Oct. 9, at 6:30 in the Carroll
room. Guest speaker will be
John McDaniel, principal of the
New Franklin school in Ports
mouth.
McDaniel has taught in both
Japan and England, and will
talk about teaching opportuni
ties abroad, illustrating with
slides. Refreshments will be
served.
Membership in SEA may be
The University of N e w
obtained from the treasurer
Mary Nadon, Ext. 437, or Deb Hampshire’s student - operated
orah Stone, of the education radio station, WUNH-FM, has
filed final papers with the Fed
department.
eral Communications Commis
sion seeking programming test
authority. Severy said the sta
Meet Your Friends
tion expects to begin a full
broadcasting schedule within a
at
week.
The station at 90.3 megacy
La Contino
cles on the FM band plans to
be on the air daily from 4:30
to 12:30 a.m.

W U N H Goes
" O n The A ir "

M E N N E N S P R A Y D E O D O R A N T . Best deodorant a man can use. For
two good man’s reasons.
1. Mennen Spray gets through to the skin where a man perspires.
2. Mennen Spray is concentrated. Delivers three times the antiperspirant power of any other leading men’s deodorant.
Mennen Spray Deodorant . . . in the handy squeeze bottle. Try it.
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Plans Readied For Hom ecom ing W eekend
A rare, 18th century musket and a beanpot are
the inspirations for Homecoming 1963.
The musket is a flintlock with barrel, 43” long,
rifled to .65 calibre of the George I period. It has a
plain American lock with gooseneck cock, of stock
cherry with hollowed-out cheek and will be judged on use of
rest. It will be presented to the theme, originality and appearwinner of the Maine - UN-H ance and appeal. A parade of
game, Saturday, Oct. 12.
the floats down Main Street
UNH has had the musket will precede the game. The
once in the last eight years, judges will be two faculty
and that was last year when members and one alumni.
Maine was beaten 21 to 6.
— Homecoming Queen —
Named in honor o f the coaches o f the UNH and Maine
teams Fred Brice and W illiam
“ Butch” Cowell, the musket
was jointly owned. The tw o
men used to hunt together,
and decided
they wanted to
preserve the rare musket. It
was the alumni o f the tw o universities who decided to make
the musket
a mem orial to
Brice and Cowell.

Each m en’s residence hall
and fratern ity w ill select a
candidate
fo r
H om ecom ing
Queen. A ccord in g
to a new
rule, any g irl who now holds a
campus queen title is not eligible fo r nomination. A fee o f
$2 must be paid by each sponsoring house. Pictures o f the
candidates
w ill be displayed
under the
arch o f Thompson
Hall. V otin g w ill be Mon., Oct.

The beanpot is the traditional trophy of the winner of the
Yankee Conference.
the possessoi of
e
eanpo
. . rM • ”
L
mus^e an
the Yankee Con erence eanpo
are the objects ot ^tnis ye i

PEP KITTEN SHERRY OSBERG reflects that her duties
may be more than she had bargained for as she stretches
after her 49th salaam.
— Frank Heald photo.

7 and Tues., Oct. 8 from 9-12
a.m. and 1 - 4 p.m.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The queen and her two aides (j^y, Oct. 11, 8 to 12 p.m. in
The high light of the evening
announced at the HomeStraiford Room, MUB.
will be the crowning of the
coming dance, Friday, Oct. 11.Dick Madison and his band
Homecoming Queen, and anHomecoming Dance
^vill be on a tour of New nouncing her aides.
Interfraternity Council Hampshire at that time and
Tickets are $2 per couple, and
Men’s Interdormitory will provide the night’s enter- are available from any IFC or
Council are working jointly to tainment.This band has played MIDC officer. They will also
sponsor this year’s annual at night clubs, hotels, and re- be sold at the door, the eve• .i Homecoming Dance. The semi-sorts throughout the
Eastern ning of the dance.

the Claim.

ou^b;

here is a book
that is
helping us

-

housing units. Floats will be -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------——— — --------------------=--------------built

Maida Hoag, Scott, is this
year’s chairman of the Home
coming Committee. Vice-chair
man is Kirby Hannan, Lambda
Chi Alpha.
In charge of registration are
Edward Clark, Lambda Chi
Alpha, a n d
Karol Bushaw,
Scott.
Sandy Schriftgiesser, Rand
all, Letty Hunter, Scott, and
Pat Kickey, Phi Mu, Judy
Johnson and Ann Healy, of
Randall, and Frankie Peterson,
Scott, are members of the dec
orations, floats and judging
committee.
Queen’s election is under the
direction of Manly Solovicos,
Lambda Chi Alpha, Judy Lord,
Scott, and Pam Quimby, South
Congreve.
Carol Johnson, Anne Stewart
and Kathy Hillier, all of Scott
are in charge of publicity.
The
homecoming
dance’s
chairman is Maida Hoag.

around

a
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Rocket Results Please UNH Scientists
Steele Featured
U C U liy U
C C IIO I
At rFaculty
Recital
Donald E. Sttele, professor
of
music and concert pianist,
will give his 17th annual Faculty Recital in the Johnson
Theater at 8 p.m., Wednesday,
Oct. 9.
Steele’s program includes the
“ Appassionata”
Sonata
by
Beethoven. He will also feature
a suite of piano pieces by Prof,
Robert W. Manton called “ The
North Country Sketches.” The
rest of the program will be
music of Schumann, DeFalla,
and Debussy.
He is a frequent performer
on and off the UNH campus and
has appeared
with Arthur
Fiedler and the Boston Pops
Orchestra, at
University of
New Hampshire Night at the
Pops”
TV, iror.„it,.T
1
The Faculty Recital is open
to the public and is f.ee of
charge.
;
Net effect of private U.S.
foreign investments in 1962
was to improve the U.S. balance of payments. Although
$3.3
billion
w as
invested
abroad, income from previous
investments amounted to .$3.8
billion, a half a billion dollar
surplus.

University of New Hamp- GHED 70 pounds and were to investigate possible launchshire scientists are pleased packed into a nose-cone only ing sites,
results of a rocket- 6^^ inches in diameter. The
borne experiment fired into the payload was fired aloft by a
The team building the payionosphere from Wallops Is- two-stage Nike-Apache rocket lo^ds-consisted of Andrew B.
land, Virginia, in September.
weighing 1.605 pounds stand- White of New Castle, a 1962
The test flight was designed ing 28 feet tall.graduate of UNH; Nelson
Mayto measure electrical currents
nard, Dover, graduate student
flowing around the earth at alThe rockets carried t h e in physics; Sumner B. Marshtitudes of 50 to 100 miles, the UNH-built instruments more all, Dover, senior in electrical
University said. Its success than 100 miles into the ionos- engineering; Robert Calkins, a
gives boost to “ Project Elec- phere before the payload fell graduate of Wentworth Institrojet” in which the UNH phy- hack to splash in the Atlantic tute, Boston; Robert Richardsics department is building Ocean, 87 miles southeast of son Jr., Peterborough, senior in
similar payloads to be launched Wallops Island.
electrical engineering; Dr. T. S.
this winter in India.
r> •
iri
•
G. Sastry, research associate
THE UNIVERSITY SAID
Physical Research
that a student-faculty team un, ,
" ,
~ Laboratories, Ahmedabad, In
der the direction of Dr. Laurconducted from a dia; and Cahill as project direcence J. Cahill is building the
now under construepayloads
gavernment
Team members are now ana- near the geomagnetic equator
lyzing data from the Wallops
Thumba, on the southwest
island shot, made Sept. 9 in
federal Bureau of Indian
collaboration with the National
PARTICULARLY STRONG
employees,
Aeronautics and «^nace Admin
^
i
about one for every 34 Indians
• f T^
Admin- magnetic currents flow around on reservations.
istrution (NASA).
the magnetic equator there, CaThe major package was a de- hill explained.
-----------yj(.g to measure electrical currents in the ionosphere by deThe University of N e w
Between 1954 and 1962, total
tecting magnetic fields pro- Hampshire is building the rock- enrollment in t h e
nation’s
duced by them. Other instru- et payloads under a contract schools and colleges rose 35
ments measured electron dens- with the National Aeronautics per cent. Between now and
jty, angle between the rocket and Space Administration. Dr. 1970 the increase will be 17
a^d the magnetic field, atmos- Cahill last year went to India per cent, half as much.
pheric pressure, and altitude,
The readings were sent back to
earth by radio and recorded on
tape.
t h e INSTRUMENTS WEI-

THE ALPS.. . made in Italy by FABIANO

Handmade Imported Boots for the Outdoor Man and W om an...

PARIS TAILO R SHOP
Custom Tailoring
Special Master Tailor for
restyling, alteration, and re
modeling of men's and wo
men's clothing. Pull guaran
tee for correct fitting.

516 Central Awe..
Dover, N . H .
Phone: 742-4303

For M en
or
W o m en.
Suede Rock Climbing and
Hiking Boot.
Leather
lined, P a d d e d Q u a rte r and
Tongue, V ib ram lug soles.
Men's N and L— 6 to 12
(C ocoa Brown only). Ladies
M —5 to 11 in these Fashion
Colors:
# 4 3 6 4 — Cocoa
Brown,
# 4 3 6 1 ■— G re e n ,
# 4 3 6 2 -R e d , # 4 3 6 5 —
G ra y .

$13.95
plus

STYLE #436

Write for Free Brochure to:
FABIANO SHOE CO., INC
postage
Dept. N. H., South Station
Boston, 10, Mass.

to

find
ourselves

You, like many of us, may be
reaching out in an effort to iden
tify yourself properly, — to learn
who you are and where you are
going. We believe we have found
the answers to these questions in
the Christian Science textbook,
Science and Health with Key to
the Scriptures by Mary Baker
Eddy. You can find them, too.
We invite you to come to our
meetings and to hear how we
are working out our problems
through applying the truths of
Christian Science.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
ORGANIZATION
The University of New Hampshire
Durham
M eeting tim e: 6 :3 0 p.m. Thursdays
M eeting place: M em orial Union
Rockingham Room
Scienct' ami Htallh h araihihlf at alt
Chrigtian Scit nee Rcatling Roomg atui al many
rollege hoakglorcg. Rajurbark Rtlitian
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People-To-People A t UNH

Program Helps Foreign Students Feel 'A t Home’
Thailand, the Malagasy Re
public and Norway — these are
a few of the countries represen
ted by over 60 students at
UNH.
People-to-People is dedicated
to creating a closer bond of
friendship and understanding
among the various nationalities
represented.

Con Con Study
Group to Meet
Here
Oct. 21
When members of the Com
mission to Study the New
Hampshire Constitution meet
here October 21, the University
will be taking part in an un
precedented move by state law
making officials.
The idea of using a commis
sion to pre-study constitutional
needs is completely new in the
187-year history of New Hamp
shire, and resulted from a
House Bill entered during the
last session by freshman Rep
resentative Paul MeEachern of
Portsmouth, a student at UNH
during his term.
The Commission will hold an
open hearing in Durham as
part of a series of stops
throughout the state, in an ef
fort to determine grass-roots
opinion on the need for chang
es in the state Constitution. A
report by the members will be
given to delegates to the Con
stitutional Convention, when it
sits next Spring.
THE BILL PROVIDED FOR
a nine-man committee jwhich
would hold a series of heal-ings
throughout the state, and niake
recommendations to the Con
Con. It received bi-partisan
support and passed easily.
A University professor. Dr.
Robert B. Dishman of the Gov
ernment Department, was nam
ed to the Commission by Gov
ernor John W. King.
Also appointed were: Joseph
A Millimet, chairman, from
Manchester; Senator James P.
Rogers, vice-chairman, Laco
nia; Margaret Ballard, secre
tary, Portsmouth; Richard E.
Weston,
treasurer,
Concord.
Eugene S. Daniell, Franklin;
Rep. Gilbert Upton, Concord;
Rep. George S. Pappagianis,
Nashua; and H. Thornton Lorimer, of Concord.
CURRENTLY
HEARINGS
are being held in Berlin, Man
chester, Keene, Laconia, Dur
ham, and Concord, according to
Dr. Dishman, and public res
ponse. has been enthusiastic:
“ I’d expect good crowds at
all the hearings,” he said. “ Our
job isn’t to explain what we, as
a committee do, but rather to
determine what the people in
the state feel is important in
constitutional reform.”
THE COMMISSION is meet
ing weekly through December,
and will publish a full report of
its recommendations sometime
after the new year begins. A
summarization in booklet form
will also be made available to
any interested N. H. reader, he
said.
The Durham hearing, accord
ing to Dishman, will be held in
the Strafford Room at the Me
morial Union, beginning at
7:30 p.m.

Last Thursday evening a
coffee hour for all international
students, UNH faculty and
American students was held at
the MUB, sponsored by the
Brother-Sister Committee.
ORGANIZED DURING the
summer, the Committee intro
duces international students
coming to Durham. People-toPeople is a national group.
During the year, residence
hall firesides will be sponsored
by People-to-People where a
panel of international students
will be invited to different halls

to exchange their views on a
variety of topics.
The hospitality program is
another concern of People-toPeople. During college vaca
tions, American students from
UNH invite international stud
ents home with them as guests.

34 Countries Represented
At registration there were 69
students from 34 different A fri
can, Asian, Latin American,
European and Arabian coun
tries.
Most were from small or
“ emerging” nations. However,
the Nationalist Chinese island
of Formosa topped the list with
11 students. Next came India
with eight students on campus
this year.

IN OCTOBER an open meet
ing will be held for all of those
interested in joining People-toPeople, according to Jay Mor
rison, of Acacia, chairman of
this year’s small executive
Other Asian countries — in
board.
cluding me Philippines, Japan,

Progress in the B ell System . . .

AND LIVES AND B R E A TH E S ...
Progress takes many shapes In the Bell System. And among
the shapers are young men, not unlike yourself, impatient
to make things happen for their companies and themselves.
There are few places where such restlessness is more wel
comed or rewarded than in the fast-growing phone business.

Bell Telephone Companies

Korea, and Thailand — sent a
total of 10 students.
LATIN AMERICA W A S
represented by 13 young men
and women from Venezuela,
Costa Rica, Argentina, Guate
mala, Panama, Peru, the Dom
inican Republic, Cuba, Brazil,
and Mexico. Africa was almost
as varied — 14 students from
Nigeria, Ghana, Uganda, Mo
zambique, Kenya, Portugese
Guinea, Madagascar, Somali
Republic, Guinea, and Togo.
Europe was thinly represent
ed among the UNH students,
with five from Greece and one
each from Norway, Turkey, and
the Netherlands:
Middle Eastern nations rep
resented were Iran, with three
students, and Kuwait with two.
FOREIGN STUDENTS AT
UNH are under the guidance of
Alfred T. Quirk, director of the
University Extension Service,
and are given special assistance
with the mysteries of register
ing in an American college.
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The President’s House
By David W. Bradley
One o f the most attractive building's on campus is the pres
ident’s house on Main Street. In the past the house and its
grounds, has been the subject o f the various political contro
versies -waged between University officials and the state g o v 
ernment in Concord.,
However, in today’s quiet, the house can be viewed in a his
torical perspective, i-ather than the form er political viewpoint.
The present dwelling w as built in 1905 under hectic circum 
stances. The previous home, the Chesley House, had burned in
1904, and President Gibbs w as more or less out in the sti'eet.
A t 2:45 a.m. on Sunday, Sept. 20, 1904, fii'e was discovered.
Students and facu lty tried to save the house, but as the m orning
drew near the futility o f the task was evident. President Gibbs
was due to move in that day; his furniture had been moved on
the day before. A ll his belongings were lost in the fire, but more
important, his m ajiuscript lectures w ere lost.
On Feb. 24, 1905, UNH trustees held a special meeting in

SITE OF THE FIRST PRESIDENT’S HOUSE
Formerly Ben Thompson’s residence.
Manchester to deal with the
crisis. At the meeting, William
Parker of Manchester and
treasurer of the College, offer
ed to put up the money for a
new residence. This was nec
essary because the College was
in debt at the time, and could
not afford to build a new house
on its own. The trustees then
passed a resolution to accept
Parker’s offer with the follow
ing resolutions: the lot of land
on which the house stood would
be leased to Parker for 50
years for the sum of one dollar
a year, Parker was to pay for
the new building, which was
not to cost more than $9,300
if made of brick, or $8,000 if
built of wood. Eandlett and
Griffin were commissioned as
architects for the job.

This is no
weak-sister
deodorant!
... it’s new

Parker then agreed to lease
the house after built to the
College for 50 years at 5^/e of
the building cost, taxes, insur
ance and repairs. Incidental ex
penses, such as upkeep of
grounds w'ere to be paid by the
College.

a er o so l

Deodorant

M AN -PO W ER
B o t h U. S. Kpds and t h e bl ue l abel are r eg is te re d t r a d e m a r k s o f

U n ite d S t a t e s R u b b e r
R oc k e f el l p r C en t e r , N e w Y o r k 2 0 , N e w Y o r k

New Man-Power Deodorant has what it takes to do a MAN’s
job. Gives you the stepped-up penetration power, the staying
power it man needs. Covers in seconds... controls perspiration...
stops odor. And it’s absolutely non-sticky. Try it...the new deo
dorant that does'a MAN’s job. New Man-Power. 1.00 plus tax.
Extra Bosus

—

the clean mascidine
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The trustees further reserved
the right at any time during
the 50 years to purchase the
property outright at actual
cost.
After the house was comple
ted, it was discovered that the
contractor, a certain Mr. Sar
gent, had spent $78 too much.
The trustees then had to sell
the boiler from an old building
to Dean Pettee for $68 to help
defer the overcost. It was fur
ther revealed that an excess of
$97.65 was spent in furnishings.
The Board of Trustees magnan
imously decided to pay these
overcosts.
On April 11 the Board com
missioned the Committee on
Real Estate to negotiate for the
purchase of the house and land
from Parker under the terms
previously decided upon. The
Committee purchased the house.
Total cost was $9,550.74.
The first house to be used by
a New Hampshire College pres
ident was the old Ben Thomp
son house which stood where
the Post Office now stands. On
June 8th, as the College was
preparing to move down from
Hanover, the Trustees ordered
that the house be repaired and
made ready for occupancy for
the president by the fall. Presi
dent Murkland used this house
until 1895. At a Trustee meet
ing in June of that year, it was
decided that the Chesley House
(Continued on page 12)
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in just
one year
the trend
is clear...

Distinguished Lecturers
Announced For Years
Agnes DeMille, Paul Tillich,
Charles Malik, and Loren Eisley have accepted appointments
as Distinguished Lecturers for
1963-64. This series was estab
lished six years ago to bring
noted men of letters, science,
art, and public affairs to the
campus.
Each Distinguished Lecturer
delivers a major address during
his visit, open to the public
without charge. In addition, he
meets with classes in his field
and talks informally with stud
ents and faculty members.
Loren Eisely, scheduled to
appear November 7, 1963, has
distinguished himself as a tea
cher, writer, and anthropolo
gist. Once the provost of a un
iversity, he resigned in favor of
teaching. He was appointed
this year as a Geggenheim Fel
low— commissioned to write his
own autobiography.
On January 9, Miss DeMille
will make her second appear
ance on the UNH campus. She
was here for the Festival of
Arts in 1960. Miss DeMille is
a noted choreographer whose
work in Oklahoma changed the
direction of the American
dance.
Paul Tillich, philosopher and
theologian, will be on the UNH
oampus on March 12. Tillich

has long explored the boundary
between religion and p u r e
thought. He is regarded by
many theologians as the forem o s t Protestant theologian.
Prussian-born, he has taught
since 1912 at German univers
ities and at the Union Theologi
cal Seminary, Harvard, and at
the University of Chicago.
Charles Malik is also a Col
lege professor — at the Uni
versity of Beruit, but is best
known as the diplomat from
Lebanon who presided over the
13th session of the' United Na
tions General Assembly.
One or two other Disting
uished Lecturers will probably
be named early in the year.

The President’s House -

NEWEST ADDITIONS to the Canine Legion in Durham
are Noble and Leslie, twin pups belonging to Sigma Al
pha Epsilon. The brothers of Lambda Chi also announce a
replacement for Major, killed by a car last summer.
— Dave Henderson Photo

Dog Days In Durham

Major Departs”
But Twins Arrive

(Continued from page 11)
be repaired and made ready for
the president’s occupancy next
fall. The Thompson House was
to be used as a women’s dormi
tory in the starting during the
SHAGGY DOG DEPART
Spring term of 1896. This house
MENT: The brothers of Beta
eventually burned in 1897.
Chapter, SAE, recently became
Goldwater —
the owners of twin black dogs.
(Continued from page 6)
The identical six week-old pups
pect to national security in were warmly welcomed into the
these times of the unknown, the house despite the well establi
unexpected.”
shed habits of un-house broken
pups. The dogs are currently
How do you stand, sir?
(Los Angeles Time Syndicate) undergoing extensive psycholo-

it’s
invisible,
man!
I t ’s incredible, incomparable, infallible! Code 10 for men, the new
kind of hairdressing from Colgate-Palmolive. The new invisible way
to groom a man’s hair all day. Non-greasy Code 10 disappears in your
hair, gives it the clean, manly look that inflames women, infuriates
inferior men. Be in.
Get the n on -greasy
hairdressing. Code 10.
I t ’s in visible, m an!

____________

gical training in hopes that
they will adjust to the routines
of fraternity living.
The price paid for the pair
is not available, but it is be
lieved to be in excess of $2.75.
The dogs have been named No
ble and Leslie, but are known
to the brothers as “ Nobs” and
“ Les” . Part boxer and part
German Shepherd, it is hoped
that they will continue to thrive
on a diet of hamburg and the
the choicest hops.
“ Colonel” joins Staff
The brothers of Lambda Chi,
felled with sorrow over the loss
of campus celebrity Major,
have acquired a new Saint Ber
nard pup. The ten month-old
pup is a registered Saint Ber
nard and has been named “ Col
onel” by the brothers. The dog
is a gift from a Dr. Sheenan.
Major was hit by a car this
summer and died on the prop
erty between Lambda Chi and
Sawyer Hall.

W H A T ’S
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the
engineering
-science
line rule

A T L A N T IC ?
“ S peed a n d lW o m e n ’': W hile con v a 
lescing fro m
his a c c id e n t, Stirling
M oss, le g e n d ary racing d riv e r, s pent
m an y hours with Ken W. P urdy. In this'
exciting A tlantic E xtra, th e tw o ta lk
a b o u t som e of th e fe a rs , p ro b le m s and
te m p ta tio n s th a t b eset a racer.
ALSO
V ance P a c k a rd : M r. P ackard foresees
a d ra m a tic im p ro v e m e n t in TV fa re du e
to new cab le TV , pay TV , ta p e TV to
buy or ren t, a n d o th e r new te ch n iq u e s.
“ B rita in 's Poiicy if L abo ur W in s ” :
Labor P a rty le a d e r H arold Wilson tells
w h at B ritain 's new foreign policy would
be u n d e r a Labor P rim e M in is ter.
P o e try : by R o b e rt G raves, T h eo d o re
■Roethke, S tanley K unitz.
“ Saying W h a t One M eans'
Freya
S ta rk tells why a ccu racy of
lang uage is th e basis for
any w riting style.
M on th in and m onth
o u t T h e A t la n t ic ’s
edito rs seek out ex
citing expressions of
new and provocative
ideas. And w h e th e r
th e s e e x p r e s s io n s
t a k e t h e fo r m o f
prose or po etry, fa c t
pr fiction, t h e y a l
w a y s a t t a in a r e 
m ark a b ly high level
o f a c a d e m ic value
a nd litera ry in tere s t.
M a ke room in y o u r
life for T h e A tlantic.
G et a copy to d ay .

The trend to Deci-Lon is easy
to see... easy to understand.
This newest concept in slide
rule design and operation has
won enthusiastic approval
among slide rule users.
Good reasons why: greater
computing capacity, greater
logic, greater consistency,
greater everything important
to efficient slide rule opera
tion.
NEW!# Now there’s a Deci-Lon
5" for your pocket — a con
venient auxiliary to the DeciLon 10" for your desk.

AT YOUR
COLLEGE STORE

1

KEUFFEL & E SSE R

Hoboken, N.J.

CO.
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Kaifka’s Novel Bests The Film Maker
By Bert Brown,
This column considers Orson
WelJ.es' most recent film; The
Trial. Critical response to the
film has been divided; few
critics have judged the film it
self; most critics have either
concerned themselves with the
personality of Welles or with
the film’s fidelity to the con
ception of the novel of the same
name by Franz Kafka.
The relationship of a novel to
its so-called filmed version pre
sents a recurring problem to
the viewer of the film; because
inevitably the novel generates
preconceptions affecting appre
ciation of the film. The viewer
has, however, an opportunity to
observe the film maker in the
film maker’s role of selector; to
see what the film maker uses
of the novel; to see what he dis
cards; much as if the viewer
had a chance, after having seen
the completed film, to project
the out takes; i.e., those takes
not used in the assembled film.
The viewer may also consider
what of the novel is actually
appropriate to the film; and
what is not; and the viewer can
thereby deepen his understand
ing of the nature of the film.
Novel Ts, Film
In the case before us the nov
el and the film will iust not
walk down the aisle together.
Welles is one of the great styl
ists of film; and Kafka is one
of the great stylists of the nov
el. Their styles are dissimilar;
Kafka is precise, dry, neat,
bare, compressed; Welles is
rich, mesmeric, baroque. Welles
is power and size and muscle;
Kafka is lean and taut.
Tn addition, the intentions or
rather, concerns of the novel
differ from those of the film.
The novel is a trinity; it is poli
tical and social; a vision of the
authoritarian world; it is a
theological and philosophical; a
parable of man’s relation to his
Maker; man’s uneasy position
or situation in this world; and
it is personal and psychologi
cal: a diary of the private
sense of guilt, estrangement
and ineffectuality.
Political Concern
The concerns of the film on
the other hand is political; it
is a vision of the world of the
early morning arrest; of name,J e s s accuers; of uncertain
charges. In sum. the vision of
Welles is Orwellian, not Kafkaesque; and the film therefore
is neither a version of the novel
nor a rendition of it.
One example of the difference
may be useful. It wil be recall
ed that in the novel Joseph K.
learns that certain charges
have been made against him.
His attempts to defend himself
are hopeless and he is condemn
ed. This line is followed gener
ally in the film. The last scene
of the novel and of the film be
gins as follows; K is escorted
by two men; assassins. They
take him to a quarry and lay
him on the ground; they show
him a knife and pass it back
and forth between them . . K
understands that he is supposed
to seize the knife and plunge it
into himself. At this point the
novel goes this way: K cannot
rise to the occasion.
He wishes that the men will

meet what he considers to be
their responsibility; he sees a
light in a building near the
quarry. He thinks: help is com
ing at last; and just then, one
of the men plunges the knife
into K’s throat. K sees the jnan
with failing eyes, “ like a dog!
he said. It was as if the shame
of it must outlive him.”
The film, however, proceeds
in his way: the men are unwill
ing to use the knife. K taunts
them. They leave the quarry
hurriedly, unwilling apparently
to face him. They stop at the
upper rim of the quarry. They
throw a charge of dynamite
down into the quarry and they
flee. K shouts his defiance; he
picks up the explosive and
throws it upward and outward;
then (in a long shot) and in se
quence: a moment of stillness;
an explosion and clouds of
smoke; the characteristic mush
room cloud; all is destroyed.
Endings Differ
The difference between the
novel and the film may be ob
served from the conception of
this final scene. The novel ends
tightly; its logic is maintained.
The film ends loosely and, al
though its style or tone is
maintained, its logic is not.
Of course Welles has said the
film has the logic only of a
dream or of a nightmare:
which w'ould mean, I suppose,
that it is not meant to be logi
cal, at all; but this argument is
without merit; because the film
actually has a clear narrative
line; it tends to move in a pro
gressive way. I think rather
that Welles has dissipated in
large part the point or thrust
of his film. It is not to be be
lieved, for example, that the,
authorities could he successful
ly defended against as we are
possibly led to believe by this
final and perhaps successful act
of defiance. Nor is K as por
trayed by Tony Perkins, (who
in a hysterical and strident and
jumpy way matches perfectly
the garishness and grotesque
ness of the film) the man to
defy the authorities.
If I were forced to make
Welles’ argument for him I
would argue for the ending in
this way; the world in the fiin.,
our world, is a violent world;
hatred abounds, and sex is
murderous; presumably we are
all killing ourselves and will in
time kill each other; perhaps
not much more remains to be
said. So it ends, Welles ends
with a bang and Kafka with a
whimper.
In conclusion: the implica
tions of the novel are more pro
found, it is more coherent; in
its very dryness it has a fearful
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Fulbright Scholarships Provide

acceleration; its dryness yields
a fruit of mystery; which the
film, for all its fecundity, does
not. We cannot however fault
Welles that he is not Kafka;
Only a few more weeks re
and it is as a film maker that
main in which to apply for a
he must be judged.
1964-65 U.S. Government grant
CYR Productions
for graduate study or research
abroad. Competition for the
scholarships, available to qua
lified graduate students under
the Fulbright-Hays Act, is ad
ministered by the Institute of
International Education.
In addition to Full grants,
which provide round-trip trans
MAHALIA JACKSON w U 1 portation to any one of 51
start the Folklore Concert Ser countries, as well as tuition and
ies 1963-1964, the sixth to be maintenance for one academic
presented in the greater Bos year, two other types of grants
ton area and the oldest com are available: Joint U.S./Other
mercially presented folksong government grants offered co
series iri the country. Miss operatively by the U.S. (which
Jackson’s concert will be held provides travel) and a foreign
on October 25 at the Donnelly country (which provides tuition
Memorial Theatre.
and maintenance); and TravelThe concerts will be held at Only awards which supplement
Jordan Hall, John Hancock maintenance and tuition schol
Hall, or Symphony H^ll.
arships awarded by a univers
The other artists to be pre- ity, private donor or foreign
ented are: November 2, BOB government.
DYLAN; November 8, CLAN
Participating countries in
CY BROTHERS & TOMMY clude
Argentina,
Australia,
MAKEM; November 22, THE Austria, Belgium-Luxembourg,
ODORE BIKEL; December 7, Bolivia, Brazil, Ceylon, Chile,
SABICAS; January 18, JACK China, Colombia, Costa Rica,
IE WASHINGTON; February Denmark, Dominican Republic,
21, MIRIAM MAKEBA; March Ecuador, Finland,' France, Ger
20, CHAD MITCHELL TRIO; many, Greece, Guatemala, Hai
April 4, FLATT & SCRUGGS ti, Honduras, Iceland, India, Ir
with GRANDPA JONES; April an, Ireland, Israel, Italy, Japan,
18, NEW YORK PRO MUSI- Korea, Malaya, Mexico, Nepal,
CA, with Noah Greenberg, Di Netherlands, New Zealand, Ni
rector, which will present a caragua,
Norway,
Pakistan,
special Elizabethan Concert in Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Phil
honor of Shakespear’s quadri- ippines, Poland, Portugal, Ru
centennial; and JOAN BAEZ, mania, Spain, Sweden, Tha
who will be presented in April iland, Turkey, United Arab Re
on a date to be announced.
public, United Kingdom and
A special children’s concert Venezuela.
will be held on February 22
featuring TONY SALETAN.

Study O pportunity Abroad

Folksong Concerts
Listed in Boston

Deslie lafond New
Aid to Administrntions

dition to teaching history in the
school systems of Hermon, Me.
and Portsmouth, he served as
Director of Guidance in Ports
mouth in 1961-62.

General eligibility require
ments are: U.S. citizenship, a
bachelor’s degree or its equiva
lent in professional training,
language ability commensurate
with the demands of the pro
posed study project, and good
health. Preference is given to
applicants under 35 years of
age.
Application forms and fur
ther information for students
currently enrolled at UNH may
be obtained from the campus
Fulbright Adviser, Dean Eu
gene Mills.
Individual department heads
also have lists of countries of
fering opportunities in partic
ular fields.

Former UNH Instructor
Teaches In Ethiopia
Arthur H. Bleich, a former
instructor in the English de
partment at the University, has
started teaching journalism at
Haile Selassie I Univeristy in
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia as a
Fulbright professor.
One of the youngest lecturers
in the history of the program,
Bleich taught several courses
in different facets of journalism
at UNH last year. Three of his
students won $50 graduate
school scholarships in journal
ism, others had magazine arti
cles published, and a group of
advanced students participating
in a field trip had their stories
in Maine’s largest newspaper.
Bleich received his master’s
degree in journalism from
Northwestern University in Il
linois and has done photograph
ic and writing assignments for
Life, Time, The New York
Times, Dell Publications, as
well as other magazines and
newspapers.

Deslie L. Lafond, 27, of
Ogunquit, Me., has become the
new Assistant Director of Ad
missions at the University.
Prior to accepting the posi
tion, Lafond attended the Na
tional Defense Guidance and
Counceling Institute at Boston
University and also served as
guidance counselor at Medford
High School, Mass.
A native of Belfast, Me., Lafond received a Bachelor of
Science in Education from Gor
ham^ Teachers College in 1957
and also holds Master qf Edu
cation degrees from the Uni
versity of Maine and B.U.
He has a background in both
teaching and counseling. In ad-

ERASE W IT H O U T A TR A C E
ON E A TO N ’ S C O R R ASAB LE BOND

RED'S SHOE BARN
Factory Rejects and Cancellations
of Famous Brand Shoes
Largest Showing of Campus
Shoes in Area

NEED A HAIRCUT?

13

35 Broadway

Dover, N. H.

Touch-type, hunt-and-peck, type with one hand tied
behind your back— it’ s easy to turn out perfect papers
on Corrasable. Because you can erase without a trace.
Typing errors disappear like magic with just the flick o f
an ordinary pencil eraser. There’ s never a telltale erasure
mark on Corrasable’s special surface.
Corrasable is available in light.
medium, heavy weights and Onion
/
Skin. In convenient 100-sheet
^
packets and 500-sheet ream
boxes. Only Eaton makes
Corrasable.

iii

A Berkshire Typewriter Paper

Open 9-9
EATON PA PE R C O R P O R A T IO N : * E ) P IT T S F IE L D , MASS.
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Outcroppings
From The

UNH Outing Club
The following events have been listed by the out
ing Club for the coming months.
Students wishing to join should contact the Out
ing Club office, located on the ground floor of the
Memorial Union.

J

October 5 - 6

Mt. Chocorua; Both Rock Cimbing and hiking
will be available on this trip. Most likely we will be
staying at our Jackson Cabin.
October 12 - 13

Work Trip to Jackson: These trips are loads of
fun. We go to one of our cabins, in this case the one
in Jackson, and get in wood for winter, also making
necessary repairs.

0 '

October 13

Joe English — Rock Climbing.
October 17

Ski Movie: A great show of movies taken by
Jim Farnsworth,
October 18

Cider and Song Fest: The Club runs a prelude
to Woodsman’s Weekend with a big barn fire up at
the old reservoir.
October 19

Annual Woodsman’s Weekend Competition.
October 20

Cathedral and Whitehorse: Rock Climbing.
October 26 - 29

Pinnacle: This is a Rock Climbing and hiking
trip to Mt. Washington’s Pinnacle. For this trip we
will stay over at our Jackson Cabin.
November 2 - 3

Franconia Work Trip.
November 3

Joe English: Rock Climbing,
November 9 - 1 0

Flume and Lost River: Hiking and Exploring; an
overnight to Franconia Cabin.
November 10

- " 1

Whitehorse and Cathedral: Rock Climbing.

^

Vum^A ie-0

Dr. Erickson Publishes
Lead Psychology Article
By Eile«n Fox
Dr. Raymond L. Erickson,
newly appointed Associate Pro
fessor of Psychology, has re
cently published a lead article
in the August issue of the Jour
nal of Experimental Psychol
ogy.
The article, entitled “ Rela
tional Isolation as a Means of
Producing the von Restorff
Effect i n Paired Associate
Learning” , sheds light on the
processes involved in paired as
sociate learning. He also com
pleted two followup studies on
the isolation effect, under a
grant from the National Insti
tute of Mental Health.
Dr. Erickson has also pub
lished “ Psychiatry and t h e
Law: an attempt at Synthesis,”
discussing in it the conflicts be
tween punishment as a deterent
and the use of psychotherapy
on criminals.
The von Restorff paper was
presented by him at the meet
ing of the Western Psycholog
ical Association in San Fran
cisco in April, 1962,
Erickson studied as an un
dergraduate at the University
of Buffalo and did his gradua
te work at UCLA. He served
his clinical internship with the
Department of Correction for

the State of California.
He was Assistant Professor
of Psychology at Whittier Col
lege for five years. He prev
iously spent two years teaching
for the University of Maryland
in England, France, and Ger
many.
Dr. Erickson teaches Experi
mental Psychology, the Intro
duction to Psychology, and a
graduate seminar on advanced
psychopathology. He decided to
teach rather than pursue clini
cal work while working in Cali
fornia, missing the intellectual
stimulation, the academic at
mosphere, and the opportunity
teaching affords for research.
He chose the University be
cause of its opportunity for
advanced research, his prefer
ence to teach some courses on
a gradual level, and his liking
for the East.
Dr. Erickson is a member of
the
American
Psychological
Association and a Phi Beta
Kappa. He says that he is fav
orably impressed by the alert
ness and interest of his stud
ents.
His future plans will be in
the investigation of other hypo
thesis related to the area of
verbal learning.
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Yankee Conference Standing
Pet
Won Lost Tied
Team
1.000
9
0
1
Massachusetts
1.000
0
0
1
Rhode Island
.000
0
0
0
NEW HAMPSHIRE
.000
0
0
0
Connecticut
.000
0
2
0
Vermont
.000
0
2
0
Maine
Conference teams in action September 28:
NEW HAMPSHIRE 49
Colby 0
Massachusetts 0 Harvard 0
Vermont 12 Army “ B” team 0
Yale 3
Connecticut 0
Rhode Island 20 Maine 16
Conference games this week:
NEW HAMPSHIRE at Rhode Island
Vermont at Maine

— Stan Blanchard photo
FIRST QUARTER ACTION — Colby College bangs into a hard Wildcat line on
their second play of the game. A 17-yard pass to the UNH 47-yard line completed
the play, but oh the next down Jim O’Shaughnessy intercepted a Colby pass and
romped 56 yards to the end zone.

Cats Grab Colby Opener 4 9 - 0
A quintet of senior backfield men sparked the
UNH Wildcats to a 4-0 routing of Colby in the season
football inaugural Saturday at Cowell Stadium. The
win extended the Cats unbeaten streak to nine games
after posting a 7-0-1 log last year in capturing the
Yankee Conference title.
Quarterback Lloyd
Wells,
fullbacks Mike Eastwood and
Fred DiQuattro, and halfbacks
Jim O’Shaughnessy and Dan
Serieka all had big hands in the
Cats’ scoring brigade which
started at 1:55 of the first
quarter.
The visiting Mules w e r e
marching
alv^x'
a
beauti
ful Dick Robbat to Bruce Waldman aerial connected on the
UNH 47. But quarterback Rob
bat went to the well once too
often as on the next play
O’Shaughnessy intercepted a
pass and scooted 5^ yards un
touched to pay dirt. Pete Ballo
kicked the conversion for a
quick 7-9 advantage.
Late in the quarter the Blue
and White started a 67 yard

Touch Football
Kicks Off Year’s
Intramural Action
The intramural touch foot
ball ^^ason will open this week
with action slated in each of
the tjhree leagues.. League “A ” ,
the large fraternity league, has
the bulk of the schedule with
each team piaying twice. Lam
bda Chi Alpha fraternity is the
defending intramural champion
and will be looking for its third
straight touch football title. All
-of the intramural games will
start at 4:00 p.m. this year.
Games this week:
League “ A ”
ATO vs. Acacia
Lambda Chi vs. Theta Chi
Phi Mu Delta vs SAE
Lambda Chi vs. Phi Mu Delta
Theta Chi vs. Acacia
ATO vs. SAE
League “ B”
AGR vs. Sigma Beta
Kappa Sigma vs Pi KA
TKE vs. Phi Kappa Theta
League “ C”
Alexander vs. Hetzel
East-West vs. Gibbs
Englehardt vs. Fairchild
Hunter vs. Sawyer

march which culminated with
All-YC halfback Dan Serieka
bucking in from the 16. Again
Ballo converted the boot for a
14-0 first period margin.
UNIT made it a runaway on
the third play of the second
canto when Wells uncorked an
11 yard pass to sophomore end
John Joyce. The 5-11, 180
pounder corraled the pigskin on
the two and spurted over the
saggy Colby secondary.
A completed pass followed by
a Colby fumble late in the half
eventually spelled the fourth
NH marker. Serieka pounced
on

Pete

Blum enthal’s

bobble

after the latter had caught
Robbat’s pass on the UNH 36.
Quarterback Lloyd
Wells,
who completed seven of 14
passes on the day. resorted to
air tactics to grind out the en
suing TD. Wells connected with
DiQuattro for a first down,
spotted Serieka for a .26 yarder,
and then hit .junior Dave Federowicz on the two yard stripe,
before
DiQuattro barreled
home. UNH took a 28-zip lead
into the dressing room at the
half.
Colby ..«s still sputtering in
the third quarter and UNH
took over on the Colby 47. Ser
ieka showed his broken field
prowess by scampering 34
yards to the 13. Eastwood car
ried the next two plays and
bowled over the second, time
from three yards out.
The Wildcats pulled another
time job at the outset of the
final quarter when DiQuattro
scored his second TD with
five seconds gone from the 19.
Lloyd Wells stunned the whole
Colby defense and the 5500 in
attendance by running for the
conversion.
Pete Ballo piloted the final
UNH score which saw Eastwood rattle over on a four
yard plunge. The attempted
kick which would have upped
the count to an even 50 was
l)loclcG{]

UNH amassed a »,otal of 398
yards to Colby’s 160. 'The two
Colby qb’s, Robbat and Kim.
Miller, went to the air on 28
occasions completing only 8.

The victors out first downed the
Mules by a wide margin, 23-8.
Score by periods:
UNH
14 14
7 14
49
Colby
0 0
0 0
0
UNH line-up: ends; Camuso,
Roberts, Levesque, Joyce, Tha
yer, Dean, Winton; tackles;
Kidder, Pitman, Joslin, Gilbert,
Feeney,
Dufault, Perham;
guards; Bertrand, Jajesnica,
George, Hargreaves, Harvey,
Stott, Crowley; centers; Govoni, Murphy, Valicenti, McLean;
backs; Ballo, Wells, Lovallo,
Burtt, Yankoski, O’Shaughnes
sy,
Federowicz,
DiQuattro,
Eastwood, Serieka.
Officials; Spasyk, Harris, Kiernan, and King. Attend. 5500.

Eastwood and Fred DiQuattro.
“ Colby is our toughest game
because they are first, and I
take them one at a time,’ ’ he
said. He regards Rhode Island

PF
14
29
0
0
0
23

PA
7
16
0
0
0
34

as his toughest game. UNH
came out of the Colby game
with no major injuries and will
be at full strength this Saturday.

A ll Newly Recorded
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Conference
Tilt with Rhode

Island Sat.
T h e University of N e w
Hampshire
Wildcat football
team opens their defense of the
Yankee Conference champion
ship at Kingston, R. I. this
weekend where they meet the
University of Rhode Island
Rams.
Rhode Island already has one
conference victory to its credit,
a 20-i6 win over Maine, and
would like to add UNH to
its list.
In 1962, the Rams and the
Wildcats battled to a 6-6 dead
lock at Cowell Stadium in a
game played in the mud and a
heavy downpour. This tie was
the only blemish on UNH’s oth
erwise perfect record.
The Rams, who are supposeu
to be in a rebuilding year, still
have their typical big, tough
line. They also have a vastly
improved passing attack and
play a wide open game of foot
ball, which means the Wildcats
will have their hands full this
weekend.
“ Chief” Boston, who was
more than happy with his
team’s opening victory, is go
ing to polish his pass defense
and line work this week. Bos
ton had praise for his whole
team on last'w eek’s perform
ance and especially his ends.
Jack Joyce, Steve Camuso, Ron
Dean, and Charlie Thayer who
did an outstanding job, and his
two first string fullbacks, Mike

LPM/LSP-2691

H ers in one prize package are aN toe songs
toat made Paul Anka an international star.
The original arrangements are enhanced by
Paul's matured voice with its new, fuller range
and dynamic excitement Includes, of course.
W a M and The Lonfest Day.

and...
Be svre you have this terrific trio o f Anka a/bumsf

hPM/LSP-2S7a

on

RCA VICTOR
iM iia W a in Living Stereo and Monaural M i-H

V ISIT O U R RECO RD D EPT.
D IS C O U N T
PRICES

BRAD McINTIRE
DURHAM, N. H.
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G reg W e s t
The last time that a University of New Hampshire foot
ball team rolled up such an opening game score was in 1950,
when the Wildcats beat Champlain College, 60-0. But no team
could have shown more balance than the one that beat Colby
last Saturday afternoon, 49-0. No less than five Wildcats scored
touchdowns and quarterbacks Lloyd Wells and Pete Ballo each
got into the scoring column with conversions. Who is Rhode Is
land going to concentrate on this Saturday ? Any one of five men
in the New Hampshire backfield could break away and score at
any time. I’m glad it’s not my headache.

❖

*

Did anyone notice who was playing left halfback for UNH
late in the fourth' quarter ? Junior quarterback Pete Ballo was
running out of that position and I also hear he is a pretty good
end, as well as being a top-notch place kicker. Pete got plenty
of practice kicking off Saturday and he got off some long kicks,
even when kicking into a strong wind.
::s

^

^

“ Chief” Boston appears to have found an able replacement
for Lonely End Chuck Grzebielski, All-New England end last
year, in Jack Joyce. Joyce, from Wayland, Mass., is the first
sophomore ever to start at this position for Boston. Against
Colby he caught two passes, one for a touchdwn. He’s no easy
touch on defense.

♦

Two members of last year’s unbeaten football team are now
coaching high school football teams here in New Hampshire.
Halfback Jim Edgerly is up at Kennett High in Conway and
tackle Bob Weeks is coaching at St. Thomas Aquinas in Dover.

:!s

*

*

ON HIS WAY DOWN — Dan Sereika (No. 46) is overpowered by Colby crew and on
his- ws^y into the dirt in this telephoto shot from the sidelines.
— Frank Heald photo

To Northeastern

Cross Country Team Bows 2 5 -3 5

The Boston Sad Sox finished the season with an even poorer
record than a year ago, but were in the thick of the pennant race
for the first half of the season. This may be the reason they led
the league in total attendance gained. The Sox did manage to
salvage the American League batting title, Carl Yastrzemski
(.321), and RBI title, Dick Stuart (118). They also had their
first 20-game winner. Bill Monbouquette, since Mel Parnell won
23 in 1953.

Coach Paul Sweet sent his
40th University of New Hamp
shire cross country team into
action Saturday, against a pow
erful Northeastern squad in
Boston.
With only two UNH run
ners finishing in the first five,
Capt. Bernie Wolfe, third and
Soph Ray Currier, fifth, North
eastern beat the Wildcats, 2535.

The Los Angeles Dodgers will beat the New York Yankees,
4 games to 3, in the 1963 World Series. Sandy Koufax will win
either 2 or 3 games and Ron Perranoski will pick up one in relief.
If Koufax only wins two, John Podres, w'ho beat the Yanks, 2-0,
ih the 7th game in the 1955 World Series will win the other. I
have spoken!

Probable Picks

^

*

*

*

♦

Colby coach John Simpson would like to thank all of those
people who drove out to pick up his team after their bus broke
down on the Dover Point road Saturday. He was quite pleased
with N. H. hospitality.

ijE

Ik

*

Saturday at Kingston, make it UNH over Rhode Island by
twb'or three TDs, provided that the field is dry. If it rains make
it UNH by 1 TD.

Last year UNH beat the
Huskies, 21-35, in Durham but
Northeaster beat the Wildcats,
27-28, in 1961.
Sweet is going to depend on
Wolfe a lot this year, along
with Junior veterans Jeff Reneau, Hal Fink, Don Dean, and
Bob Walther. Sweet’s sopho
more hopefuls are headed by

Ray Currier and include Char
lie Sawyer, George Estabrook,
Will Escholz, Don Wellman,
and Don Whittemore.
This Saturday the Cross
country team will be in Kings
ton, looking for its first confer
ence win. The freshman run
ners will open its season, also
a t. Kingston.

M ule Being Kicked?

For Saturday
Probable starting line-up
at UR!:
LE— Steve Camuso
LT— A1 Kidder
LG— Gerry Bertrand
C— Ed Govoni
RG— Bill Jajesnica
RT— Bruce Gilbert
BE—Jack Joyce
QB— Lloyd Wells
LH— Dan Serieka
RH—Jim O’Shaughnessy 24
FB— Mike Eastwood
or Fred DiQuattro

Frosh Football
Season Opens

— Stan Blanchard photo
CO-CAPTAIN ALAN KIDDER, moments before being sent
back into the game Saturday.

This Saturday the University
of New Hampshire Freshman
Football team will open its sea
son in Durham against Phillips
Exeter Academy.
The UNH freshman roster
includes several boys who were
prominent on the New Hamp
shire schoolboy gridiron last
year. Included are Bill Vasilios
of Manchester, Dick McAlistei
-f Newport, Gary Hampton,
Tampton, Denis Pope, Concord,
Ben McCarthy, Portsmouth and
A1 Neville, of Nashua.
Kick-off time for the game is
two o’clock, in Cowell Stadium.

END STEVE CAMUSO seems to be in the act of polishing
off a downed Colby opponent, a la cleats. He actually is leap
ing over the Maine player while on a drive downfield.
— Frank Heald photo
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TEN CENTS

Maine-tain The Claim” Ready
Homecoming

Midnight Raid By Men
Results In Dorm Fines
More than 300 University male students bandet
together Monday night to break into three women’s
residence halls and one sorority house..
Upshot of the after-dark raid,
which
lasted
approximately
three hours, is that each men’s
dormitory will be fined $25 or
more to cover the cost of dam
age, according to Dean C. Ro
bert Keesey in a comunication
to the Men’s Interdormitory
Council.
The fines, according to Kees
ey, will be used to defray costs
due to loss and damage. Esti
mates are unavailable at press
time, but may run as high as
$400.
Items stolen include
boots, shoes, rainwear and
clothes in addition to under
garments.
KEESEY ADDED that if
costs run above the fines paid,
a further hike will be neces
sary. He expects tbat housing
units will return items in an
effort to keep costs down.
“ I regret the seeming injus
tice of levying a fine which ap
plies both to the guilty and the
innocent,” he said, “ But I hope
residents of the balls will un
derstand that the guilty in a
mob situation include those who
urge the irresponsible parties
to act.”
According to authorities, the
raid was carried out primarily
by freshman students living in
the dormitories. “ We’re pretty
sure that no fraternity stud
ents took part, unless a few
from the dormitories were in
the crowd,” according to the
dean.
NO DISCIPLINARY action
against individuals will be tak
en. Smith was the first wo
men’s residence hall stormed,
but girls knew of the group’s
coming and had doors and win
dows lockedFrom Smith the mob went
to Jessie Doe and Lord, finding

Underway
Tomorrow
UNH in its 97th year will
attempt to “ Maine-tain the
Claim” this weekend at its
Homecoming when it plays the
University of Maine at 2 p.m.
Saturday in Cowell Stadium.
At stake are the rights to
the Yankee Conference Beanpot, which UNH has had for
the first time in seven years,
and to the Brice-Cowell musket,
which was established as a
memorial to Maine and UNH
coaches Fred Brice and William
“ Butch” Cowell. Last year was
the first in eight that UNH had
received the musket.
CROWNING OF the Homo
coming Queen is the highlight
of the annual
semi-formal
dance tomorow night from 8-12
in the Strafford Room, MUB.
The queen and her aides will
be announced during the intei’mission.
CANDIDATES FOR HOMECOMING QUEEN — Thirteen
Dick Madison and His Band
girls are in the running for the Homecoming crown this
will play for the night’s en
tertainment, Presently on a
year, sponsored by housing units on campus. The winner will
tour of New Hampshire, the
be announced during the dance tomorrow night. Candidates
band has performed at numer
are: (first row, 1. to r.) Linda Ad^,ms, Sue Budd, Karen
ous night clubs and resort ho
O’Brien, Peggie Bauer, Sue Colby and Debbie Longa. (Stand
tels throughout the East.
ing) Bev. Morrison, Louise Richardson, Suellen Cronshaw
Tickets are $2 per couple,
and Linda Sweet. Not pictured are Elsa Hopkins, Tina Paul
and are available from any
IFC or MIDC officer. They will
son and Kathy Lorigan.
also be sold at the door tomor
— U N H photo row evening.
John Andrews is chairman of
(Continued on page 16)

no entrance, moved to South
Congreve, which they entered
through ground floor bathroom
windows. Several rooms were
rifled of clothes and articles
sitting on desks and bureaus.
AFTER THE boys were ex
pelled from South Congreve,
they hit Hitchcock and Rand
all, but finding no entrance
they crossed Main St. and at
tempted to enter Delta Zeta
and Alpha Chi Omega sorority
houses on Madbury road.
Reinforcements had swelled
the group to over 300. Two
campus police officers, Edwin
Sanborn and Reginald Amazeen stayed with the group
from the beginning.
Officer Sanborn was hit by a
rock above his left eye when
he attempted to shine a light
on the crowd.
At Alpha Xi Delta sorority
the mob made its second en
trance, but campus police and
the girls in the house got out
the group with little effort.
Screens on Lord Hall windows
were removed and bureaus
were rifled o f clothes and ar
ticles left lying around the
rooms taken. Uommons, which
was unlocked, was aiso enter
ed.
ESTIMATES OF Clothing
and other things stolen have
net been completed.
Crifitizes Wyman, Cotton Records
Monday itself was an unus
ual day for the first full week
in October. Temperatures rang
ed around 90° and students
were beginning work on the
Homecoming floats due Satur
day. At 10 that night, a small
group of men gathered in front
of Hetzel and Fairchild halls
and after making initial plans,
By Tom Slayton
The quotation is a familiar
ran to Hunter, Gibbs and En‘I want you to know that I’m one to Emerson Reed, redress
glehardt men’s residence halls. not prejudiced, but
officer for the .Portsmouth NA
ACP branch and a speaker on
campus last week. Reed talked
on segregation in New Hamp
shire, and work being done in
this area by civil rights work
ers.

NAACP Leader Tells

N. J. Senator

Of Portsmouth Action

Wants Reform
In Washington

INTEGRATION LEADER SPEAKS — Portsmouth NA.4CP Redress Officer Emer
son Reed talks with Virginia Hull after last week’s Canterbury Club meeting on
Segregation in New Hampshire.
_ Charter Weeks Photo

Speaking before nearly 70
students at the Canterbury
Club Thursday, he outlined the
work done locally in the past
dozen years in secui'ing equal
rights for the Negro — and
touched on what he considered
“ d i s a p p o i n t ments” to civil
rights progress.
Among them, he said, are the
attitudes of U.S. Rep. Louis C.
Wymajti and Sen. Norris Cotton,
toward civil rights legislation.
“ I have no reason to believe
that either one of them is for
our cause.” said Reed. “ Mr.
Wyman is for the Southern
cause, shown by Tiis genei’al
(Continued on page UD

In a speech before approxi
mately 300 students and faculty
here Tuesday night. U.S. Sen
ator Clifford P. Case (R-N.J.»
outlined what he considered i
serious need for Congressional
reform in Washington.
He said that nationally law
makers in the current sessitm
had deliberately slowed down
action in some areas of legis
lation — such as civil rights
and appropriations — and were
allowing Congressional custom
to spread “ a blanket of conspir
acy leading to inaction.”
^CASE. WHO appeared at the
L niversity of New Hampshire
by invitation of the Lectures
Committee, spelled tuU action
on several fronts which would,
he felt, speed up action and
bring more bills before law
makers for consideration.
“ 1 consiiler the real vice to(Continued on page 1(L

